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Bank Book

yon do not have to tremble at every frown
employer. The man who saves can
pick his Job much oftener than the man
who spends as he goes. Suppose you start
toward independence by opening an account with the
of

BURRILL NATIONAL BANK,
^
Ellsworth, Maine.
It will be a good thing to fall back on
if you should lose your present job. As
it is now, what have you to depend on i*
you were out of a position?

In bankruptcy—Geo D Farnsworth.
Admr notice— Est Maria F Wood.
**
—Est Elbridge Gerry Colby.
—Est Lottie M Higgins.
"
-Est Eva B Hinckley.
-Est Haskell Leach.
Probate notice—Est John T Finney et als.
Com’ers of Inland Fisheries and Game
Public notice.
Probate notice—Est Lyman D WUlcutt.
—Est Clara A Heath.
Mrs Agnes Brown—Dog lost.
The Geo H Grant Co—Notice to sell houses.
Mrs L W Blaisdell—Millinery.
The Riues Co.
The Pine Hill Concrete Co—Concrete building material.
RC Haines—Furniture.
O W Tapley—Insurance.
Burrill Nat’l Bank.
Trbmont, Mr:
Tremont Savings Banks—Statement.
Bangor, Me:
Shaw business college.
Alstead. N H:
H C Metcalf & Co—Raw furs wanted.

—

••

A group of individual* authorized by law to deal in
money and credits.

WHERE IS IS STRENGTH?
In the character and judgment of the individuals
and the amount of capital in the business.
Apply these elementary principals

nr

from

Capital,

....

Total,

66,5oo

The morning subject at the Methodist
church Sunday will be “The Church and
the Times”. Afternoon service from 3 to
4.
The pastor
will preach. Subject,
“Victory over Death.”

9266,500
Henry W. Cushman, Vice-President,
Treasurer.
Henry H. Higgins,

will

Fred A. Chandler,
Barney B. Havey,
Lucilius A. Emery,

supper in the vestry Wednes20.

v

^

Mrs. Katherine Staples will be located
for the fall and winter at the millinery
parlors of A. E. Moore.

Elias P. Lawrence.
Henry H. Gray,
Frank C. Nash,
Elmer P. Spotford,

The Rebekah sewing circle will meet at
Odd Fellows hall next Tuesday afternoon
at 2.30. Supper will be served at 6.

CO.. BANOOR. nAINE.

Branches at Old Town and Machtas.

Miss Louise, daughter of
and wife, formerly
has entered
now of Bangor,
Payson’s school at 164 West
New York city.

J. A. HAYNES
an

A small house on Fifth street, owned by
Frank MacLaren, was burned Sunday
evening. The fire evidently started
around the chimney. The house was
built by Mr. McLaren about four years

Dinner v. ill be served from 6.30 to 8
followed by roll-call. All members are

requested

Henry W.
of this city,
the Misses
75th street,

announcement

of

23,

YOU!

Saturday, Oct.
vital importance to

Watch this .paper for

particulars.

The Cause of a Cold
'V

la the beat cough’insurance in the world.
As a remedy for coughs, hoarseness, difficult breathing, etc., it is without a peer.
It soothes and heals the inflamed throat
and passages and restores the voice to its
natural tone, all in a very short time.
Cures the most stubborn coughs. Very

a

or

J. A. THOMPSON,

is sufficient,

Cherry Juke Mi Syrup

spring hangings

strictly cash sale and no paper will be
reserved. About fifty or more odd lots
of paper with border at very low prices.
exchanged

in

person

or

by

Makes most healthful food
No alum—no lime phosphates
The only baking powder made
from Royal Grape Cream of Tartar

COMING EVENTS.
but a letter from Commissioner Gilman
to H. F. Maddocks says that while he
Oct. 16, at home ol Mrs. A. F.
Saturday
would be very glad to accommodate,
Greely, 2 p. m.—Informal talk on “Garjustice to farmers in other sections of
many” by Miss Elizabeth A. Silsby, fee
this county seems to demand that the
benefit of Village improvement society.
next institute be held elsewhere. The
commissioner adds that he hopes that
The more eyes an advertisement eatehm
during the next season another institute the more dollars
it is worth.
Ellsworth.
be
for
may
arranged

years

has been with the Wade & Dunton

lost*|this

season.

The

The large three-masted schooner James
Boyce, of New Haven, commanded by
Capt. Perry W. Alley, of this city, was
wrecked on Pleasant island, about half
island, early
a mile east of Two-Bush
Monday|morning, going ashore in a thick
fog. The crew landed safely. The vessel
was bound from Portsmouth for Rockland, light, to be thoroughly repaired or

SUiBirtisements,

Chandler Hale, son of Senator Hale, has
selected as third assistant secfbtary
William Phillips,
of state
to succeed
of Boston, who will become secretary of
the American embassy at London. Mr.
Hale is thirty-six years of age. He served
as assistant secretary to the American
delegation to the international bimetallic
conference held at Brussels in 1892; as secretary of the American embassy at Rome
in 1897, as secretary of legation at Vienna
in 1901 and 1902; as secretary of the
embassy at Vienna from 1902 until 1906
and as secretary of the American delegation to the secpnd peace conference at The
been

Thomas F. Moran,

a

former

Our last
two semi
have

Lester Carter left Saturday for
where he will have work.

the

rate

of

IV1 Al M ET-

■S&g-PEHOOUDE orgtgSSE

j

The best kind
of Health Insurance for every mem-'
ber of the family.

!

The Oakland Chemical Company of
Nerw York 'will send FKKK trial bottle
upon receipt of pnatal xeqnat mentioning this atom.
;*0k SALE BV

george;a. parcher.

BOOTS and SHOES
a departI have opened
ment for the sale of Boots,.
Shoes and Kubbers in connection with my Harness, Trunk,
Kobe and Blanket buaiuess.
I have selected the

<0
III

0
1

PACKARD SHOE

<0

pleasant to take, perfectly harmless ana
good for children as well as odults.Try

Main St.

•

J

bottle 1

<

^

E. 0. MOORE,

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN.

Druggist

Cor. opp. Post Office.

THE REXALL 5T0RE.

under her

Brockton made.

c

0

a

Youths will enable me to select the best values and de-

h
Oatfleld, O
o
a
receiving

pendable goods.
Lowest prices on EH grades.

J. A. MCGOWN,

In view of the success which followed
the farmers’ institute here last March,
was
it
hoped that another institute
could be arranged for Ellsworth this fail,

MA,NUr*CTC«UO

MILLINERY
Call and see the latest styles in pall
and winter milliner; at

Mrs. L. 8. Blaisdell’s,

High St*

Ellsworth.

BV

Building

m
a

BOOTS and SHOES.

Pise, hill Concrete Co. w a Bonsey, prop'r.
LLLSWORTh, Me.
ALL

X
o

42 and 43 Main St

influence/

Lewis E. IfJordan, of Ellsworth, was
killed at Bangor
Monday by falling
through a hatchway into the hold of the
schooner Florence and Lillian, on w’hich
he was employed as a sailor. Deceased
was the son of Samuel P. Jordan of this
city. He was twenty-eight years of age. He
leaves a wife and one child, two bothers—
Capt. John W. Jordan, of Ellsworth, and
Samuel, of Caribou, and one sister—
Mrs. Luella Pedersen. The body was
brought to Ellsworth where funeral
services were held this afternoon.

Oi

o
o
-I

leading line. There are*
none better. My years of experience as a manufacturer of
Shoes for Men, Boys and

for

■o

(0

Irving Stackpole and wife are
rebuilt.) She registered 453 tons gross. congratulations on the birth of a son,
will
be
a
total
She is being stripped, and
born Friday, Oct. 8.
loss.
L. B. Carter, of Ludlow, and Miss Cora
of the
Rev. W.®F. J Emery, pastor
Turner, of East Surry, were Sunday guests
Methodist church, was called to Exeter, of' Mrs. Asa S. Barron.
N. H., last week|by the death of his sister,
Mrs. Florence Emery Churchill, who died
Business Notices.
A representative of the well-known Rines
very suddenly Wednesday, of apoplexy.
Mrs. Churchill was a woman of high Co., of Bangor, will be at the American house
accomplishments in the arts and sciences, next/Tuesday, Oct. 19, with full lines of suits,
of beautiful character and personality, gowns, dress goods, silks and novelties. All
which have given their impress upon the are cordially invited to call and inspect.
lives of many (young people—students at
who came
Phillips-Exeter academy

at

ELLSWORTH,

resident of

WEST ELLSWORTH.

annual dividends

16 STATE STREET

j

Ellsworth, died at his home in Bar Harbor, Friday, Oct. 8, aged fifty-nine years.
He had been in poor health some time, but
was about and attending to business as
usual until a week before his death.
Mr. Moran was born in Bangor, the son
of Owen Moran, but came to Ellsworth
when a young man, and lived here some
twenty years. He married Miss Ada
Kingsley here in 1878. About twenty
years ago they moved to Bar Harbor.
Mr. Moran was largely interested in
real estate, and was associated with E. H.
Greely, of Ellsworth, in many real estate
deals, and in his stable.
Besides his widow, he leaves four daughters—Mrs. Harry C. Copp, Mrs. Vernon
Grant, Miss Annie Moran and Miss
Frances Moran; one son—Everard Moran,
all of Bar Harbor; three sisters—Mrs.
Frank P. Moore, Mrs. Edward B. Rodick,
of Bar Harbor, and Miss Kate Moran, of
New* York, and two brothers—John J.,of
Bar Harbor and Owen, of Bangor. The
funeral services were held Monday in
Bar Harbor and the body brought to
Ellsworth for interment.

been

—

WILL SELL ALL STOCK ON HAND NOW AT HALF PRICE
This is to be

•traced.. It(

.the alight cough of today, is the
Dneumooiaof tomorrow.''

During Oct. and Nov.
for new

cough .cannot always be

acorns'grow,-yand too frequently

OF WALL PAPER
room

QR

^however, to know that
you^Kave^onei and ought to gel
nd^f’itT '.Great *oaks from little

Clearance Sale
To make

respond

Resident Odd Fellows are requested to furnish cake.
The annual meeting of the Unitarian

Bar Harbor
correspondent of the Bangor News says:
“The boys left looking for an easy victory,
and were sadly disappointed. It is to be
hoped|that a second game will be played
before the season closes.”

about

or

to

letter.

has

on

Us kiMe ToWofit

was

Carriage Co., of Lewiston, in charge of the
manufacturing department, has returned
to Ellsworth, and will join his father, E.
E. Rowe, in the carriage business here.
Gen. George Moore Smith, of New York, Mrs. Rowe will come shortly, and they
w ill go to housekeeping in the L. W. Jorwho has made many friends here during
his visits to his brother, M. S. Smith, had dan house at the corner of Franklin and
command of the national guard of New Fine streets.
me miswori a mgn scnooi 1001 dbu team
York state at the big military parade in
hung a most desirable scalp at its belt last
aWjtrtisramUS
Saturday, when it defeated the Bar Harbor high school team by a score of 5—0.
This is|the first game the Bar Harbor team

Cushman

will make

R0?4L

the railroad company from blame.
City Marshal Fuller was taken suddenly ill of appendicitis Monday, and was
taken to the hospital at Bangor. An

society was held last Wednesday evening.
Reports of officers were received and approved. Officers were re-elected as folEllsworth friends of Hoyt A. Moore lows:
Irving Osgood, president; Mrs. A.
and wife, of New York, are congratulating
F. Greely, vice-president; Frank S. Call,
them on the advent of a son, born Oct. 4.
secretary; E. C. Osgood, treasurer.
Mis3 Abbie L. Snow, formerly of EllsMiss Elizbeth Silsby, of Cambridge, who
married
was
at
Sedgwick Saturday, has been spending the season in Ellsworth, Hague in 1907.
worth,
W.
Oct. 2, to Herbert
Col. H. E. Hamlin left this week for New
Hooper, of that will give an informal talk on Germany at
will sail Saturday on a
town.
the home of Mrs. A. F. Greely next Sat- York, whence he
Miss Katherine Drummey has gone to urday afternoon at 3 o’clock for the benefit trip around the world, which will occupy
Waldoboro, where |She is employed as of the Village improvement society. A four or live months. Henry Wniting,
who planned to accompany him, was resmall admission fee will be charged.
manager of the Western Union telegraph
luctantly obliged to give up the trip owing
office.
A mammoth potato, grown by M. H.
to ill heakh. Mr. Hamlin will be joined
Melissa
AlexSchooner
Trask, Capt.
Young, of Lamoine, is on exhibition at at New York
by Dr. J. F. Manning, of
is
ander W. Hutchings,
loading staves M. B. Young’s store on Water street. It
formerly of Ellsworth,
Wash.,
Everett,
and heads for Newark, N. J., from Charles weighs two pounds, twelve and one-half
who will accompany him on the trip. Maj.
J. Treworgy.
Mr. Young planted fifteen acres
ounces.
A. W. Spaulding, of Caribou, will also be
Mrs. Charles Royal and
family, with of potatoes this year, and will harvest one of the party. They will sail from
llervey Phillips, who have been spending about 3,000 bushels. He lost about 500 New York by the handsome new Hambushels from rot.
the past week at Patten’s pond, have reburg-American line steamship Cleveland,
turned home.
One of the
curiosities of the season in which
they will make the entire trip
into
Ellsworth
was
a
to-day
The Thursday club will hold a special brought
around the wrorld except the final overland
of
clusters
of
basket
full
ripe rasp- trip from San Francisco to New York.
meeting with Mrs. G. Frank. Newman
to-morrow evening at 7.30. to plan work berries picked by George Brimmer, of They will touch at Madeira,
Gibraltar,
near
on
the
Green
Brewer,
Bangor road,
for the coming winter.
Naples, Port Said, Suez, India, Java,
Lake. They were on exhibition at Mansel
H. W. Robinson, an inspector of the
Borneo, the Philippines. China, Japan and
Young’s feed store on Water street. Mr. Honolulu, arriving in San Francisco about
postoffice department, has leased the L. Brimmer
have
he
could
says
easily
picked Jan. 31. Many side-trips are provided for.
Silvia house on Central street. Mrs.
a quart or two of berries.
Robinson is a daughter of Charles Smith,
Harry J2. Rowe, who for the past three
Thomas r Moran Dead.
of the Falls.

{mi; cashed EVERYWHERE at full lace value. Cheques Identify the owner
wherever be goes; are "made good" If lost or stolen. We’d like to send full
[particulars to all Intending travelers.
BANKING

serve

day, Oct.

—safest, mo»t convenient, most economlcal-are Travelers' Cheques of the
American Bankers' Association Issued In denominations of f 10. »J0, *S0 and

TRL’ST &

Economizes flour, butter
and eggs and makes the
food digestible and healthful

chapter and Blanquefort commandery—in
place of W. H. Dresser.
The jury summoned by Coroner Simonton to inquire into the death of Albert S.
Denico, killed on the railroad at Ellsworth
Falls Tuesday of last week, exonerated

Ellsworth. He is on his way home
from Edmunds, where he accompanied
his wife, who will spend the winter with
a niece there for the benefit of her health.

No. 41

Royal Baking Powder la the
greatest of time and labor
savers to the pastry cook.

M. S. Smith has been appointed secretary pro tem. oi the three masonic bodies
in Ellsworth— Lygonia
lodge, Acadia

The high school football team expects to ago. Insurance, |500, on house and furniplay Brewer high school at Wyman park ture.
Saturday.
Lejok lodge, I. O. O. F., will hold its
rhe stewards of the Methodist church first annual roll-call next Friday evening.

BEST FUNDS FOR TRAVELERS

EASTERN

dance in Society hall

James A. McGown haB opened a boot
and shoe department in connection with
his harness store.

100,000

DIRECTORS:
W. A. Havey.
Henry W. Cushman,
L. Elrie Holmes,
John R. Graham,
Edwin G. Merrill,
Eugene Hale,
John A. Peters,
John O. Whitney.

a

Mrs. Charles A. Hanscom left Monday
for her home in Baltimore, Md.

SI 00,000

Surplus and Undivided Profits,
Stockholders' Liability,

William F. Campbell,
Frank L. Hodgkins,
Alfrt-d B. Crabtree,
Arno W. King,
Myer Gallert.
Albert E. Mace,
Henry W. Sargent,
Bion M. Pike

m.

Saturday evening.

ELLSWORTH

John A. Peter*, President,
Leonard M. Moore, Treasurer,

to 10 a

There will be

UNION TRUST COMPANY,
OF"

9

aay other test to the

4

KNTBBBD AS SBCONJD- GLASS MATTKBt
AT THH EL LB WORTH POBTOFFICB.
i

3f!btTti«rmmu.

performed yesterday, and
SCHEDULE OF MAILS.
he is reported to-day as doing well.
AT ELLSWORTH POSTOPPICB.
The schooner Georgietta, bound from
In effect Oct. 4, 1909.
Sullivan for New York, went ashore on
MAILS RECEIVED.
Paaque island, Mass., in a thick fog MonFrom West—7.18 a m; 4.28 and 6.08 p m.
day morning. She was floated at high
From East—11.07 a m; 12.05, 5.55 and 10.22 p m.
water the same day, apparently uninMAIL CLOSES AT POSTOPPICB.
jured.
Going Wbst—10.45,11.80, a m; 5.90 and 9 pm.
Going East—6.30 a m; 4 and 5.80 p m.
Rev. J. P. Simonton is spending a few
No Sunday mail. Postofflce open on Sunday
days with his son, Dr. F. F. Simonton, in

A BANK?

|
>

New York in connection with the HudsonFallon celebration,
and
was
granc
marshal of the day for the exercises at
New burg.

operation

WHAT IS

—

ELLSWORTH, MAINE. WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 13, 1909.

«Qonuumnui.

Backed

merit an.

KINDS

Material

OR

Furnished

f

Praysr Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning Oct. 17, 1909.
By REV. 3. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—“Pilgrim's Progrcee" series —X.
Doubting castle.—l*a. xiiii, 1-6; lxxiil, 13-2U;
I Kings xlx, 1-18.
Doubting castle, one of tbe obstacles
In Christian’s progress, was owned and
ruled by Giant Despair. Christian and
Hopeful, who was with him at that
time, slept one night on his grounds.
The giant, seeing them tbe next morning, was very angry, threw them Into
the prison of the castle, gave them
nothing to eat and grossly mistreated

them,

his wife. Diffidence, suggesting
the methods of torture. It was suggested that they take their own lives,
and Christian was so discouraged that
the temptation waa strong upon him
Bat Hopeful made him
to do so.
ashamed of such a suggestion; hut It
again returned, only to be overcome
again by Hopeful’s denouncement At
last Christian thought of tbe key of

promise, which be possessed, opened
various doors with It, and thus they
escaped.
The lessons to be learned from this

part of Bunyan's allegory
evident

It Is

to

warn

are
us

clearly
against

doubts, however dark the way may appear In life, and to put our trust In
God. who is at all times "our refuge j
and strength, a present help In time
of trouble.”

Christian. In despair, almost to the
point of self murder In Doubting castle, represents too many Christians.
When all Is bright and prosperous they
are happy Christiana, but when the
way Is dark and rongh and hard they
Such
sink into doubt and despair.
actions are strange contradictions. We
profess to believe In a personal God
who Is infinite In power, and yet the
moment life grows dark He means
nothing to us. Just at the moment
when we should lean hardest upon
If
Him we do not trust Him at all.
faith is given to us It Is especially for
the times when we are helpless and
But too often we
need God's help.
look at It tbe other way. Elijah was
strong in faith when buttling against
the priests of Baal, but when threatened by Jexebel he fell Into despair
and asked God to let him die.
God has given us no assurance that
we shall have no dark days In this
life. "In this life ye shall have tribuIf we believe
lations,” says Christ.
Him, let us not be troubled and worried with doubts when they come. Let
us use the key of promise set forth
"Be of
In the words that followed:
good cheer; I have overcome the
world.” So shall we, but not by doubt
and mistrust of God. Ho will either
keep trouble from us or keep us In
the hour of trouble. There Is a key ol
promise In the Scriptures for every
trouble and affliction. Let us find It
and open all doors of Doubting castle.
BIBLE

READINGS.

Isa. xxxvlli, 1-21; xl, 21; Fs. xxvll;
Isa. xliU, L 2; Ts. IX111; John xvl, 82;
II Cor. lv.16-18: John xiv, 1-10; II Tim.
iv, 0-8; I Pet. 1. 1-0.
Our Technical School.
Recent years have seen a vast development In the education of the hand
In connection with the brain. Manual
training has been introduced into public schools. There are manual arts higb
schools alongside the old type of high
schools, and the schools of technology
are rapidly coming to equal rank with
the colleges and universities of the
arts. -Now, all this should have Its
parallel In religion. The Christian Endeavor society was the first to take
up the idea and apply It to the religions training of young Christiana
Onr prayer meetings are where we
learn to speak for Christ. Oar committees are where we learn to do other
kinds of work for Him. The society
that allows its committee work to degenerate will soon have no prayei
meeting worth the name. Training In
committee work Is a training In Christian cooperation. A committee most
poll together. This la something very
necessary to learn If one Is to labor
successfully in the church. Training
In committee work is training in leadership. The trained committee worker
Is able to get others to do things. This
makes him a most valuable worker In
the church when he grows up. Training In committee work Is training In
method. One learns that then la a
best way to do everything and that
usually it is Incomparably better than
even the second beet way of doing the
same thing. The committee trains one
in patience. It trains one In ingenuity.
It trains one in perseverance. It trains
one to look for definite results, and It
shows one how to get them. It trains
one in the use of tools. In short. It is
a complete college of Christian efficiency. If you want to become a well
rounded Christian, enter the Christian
Endeavor School of Technology and
take the entire couna^Amoe R. Wells
in Christian Endeavor World.
Prominent Christ!on Endeavorer.
diaries B. McBurney, who again baa
been chosen to head the Chicago Christian Endearor society, has been prominent In the society for several years.
He was born In Chicago in 1881 and in
1888 was graduated from the Englewood high school.
He entered business with an oil company and early
became prominent in Christian Endeavor work, his first office being that
of president of the missionary department of the Chicago society. In 1906
he was mads president of the EngleHs lives at 6644 Lawood division.
Salle street

anbtTi«mmt«.

filotnal Benefit Column.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

EDITED

MADQI".

BY “ACNT

“Helpful and Hopeful”

ft* Motto:

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated in the title and motto—It Is for the mutual
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good. It 1s far the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and Its success depends largely
on the support given it In this respect. Com
munlcatlons must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to

another!

<f&C&ich

THK AHKIICaS,

THK TWO

ntymamj

AROILS.

Peter from the

They

were

bring back flowers

budding

rose

to
grant far

Than

They

were

and

more

fra-

blooming hawthorn

to bring the praise of all the
Back in their baskets.

star

The Angel of Thanksgivings, full of glee.
Donned a huge hamper half as big as he;
But the Collector of Petitions—are.!
With a small basket.
When they returned, St. Peter, as before,
Sat with his golden keys beside the door;
But each appeared to be in trouble sore
About his basket.
The Angel of Petitions bore a sack
Crammed full, and bound uncouthly on his
back;
Yet even then it seemed that he had lack
Of bag and basket.
The Angel of Thanksgivings blushed to feel
The empty lightness of his mighty creel;
“But three!” he muttered, turning on his heel
To hide his basket.
Then spoke St. Peter: “'When again you go
On a prayer-gathering, you will better know
T bat men’s petitions in the world below
Fill a big basket.
But when you go to
For prayers well

gather up their thanks
answered and forgiven

For health restored and disentangled hanks—
Your smallest basket!”
Dear M. B. Friends:

1 believe

indebted to Aunt Emma
for the poem. The proportion of the ungrateful^o the thankful seems to have increated
of ten

we are

only

time when

since.tbe

one

out

“returned to give tltanks”.

Perhaps

some are

really grateful

in

their

express their gratitude.
You see l|feel a little gulity in this direction—on the human side, so many of the
good nieces have sent me different rememhearts who do not

brances that I have failed to return personal thanKS for, when 1 am just as grate-

ful and appreciative as 1 can be—only—
they don’t“know it.* It may be so with
many who share the blessings of the sunshine and the rain and the

harvest; they

sometimes | “remember their

doubt

cies”,

no

mer-

_

Dear Aunt Madge:
I have thought so many times how very glad
I was that it was my good fortune to meet you
and kc< W it was'Aunt Madge, at the
reader of The Ki.lswortb
American for over thirty-five years. Have
wished
to
be
an
M. B. sister, but have
long
hardly dared. But you so kindly asked me to,
1 am going to try.
I have some dear friends who are sisters.
N. L. H. is an old playmate and schoolmate.
Aunt Joan [also is one, and many others,
though 1 cannot remember their names; also
the sister at whose cottage you met for your
reunion.
A. M. M.
v

_

glad to greet
though in reality she
We

some

are

time.

thi9

new

has

member,

been

1 remember well her

a

sister

kindly

tribute to “Boa’s” memory, which she
sent to our column at the time we lost
that valued helper, and it was a pleasure to
meet A. M. M. face to face.
Here is an added pleasure. Welcome to
F. C. She represents a state from which
we have had no| direct message before.
Eunice will be interested in your statement
that you are related to the
Herricks.
_____

Providence, R. I.
Dear Aunt Madge:
For some time I have been reading the
M. B. column; and often see something
which interests or amuses me very much.
I am a descendant of that same Herrick
family about which an article was printed a
abort time ago. A. Q. R. B.’s “seventy years
young or forty years old” quotation reminds
me of one from Henry.W. Longfellow which I
am sending to you:
“Age is opportunity, no less
Than youth itself, though in another dress;
And as the evening twilight fades.away
The sky is filled with stars invisible by day.”
F. C.

At A. M. M. comet in to the M list just
in time, to here is another interesting response. Will the Le. please remember
their torn? Also the Ms. are called for.
Dear Member* of the M. B. Column:
Oar dear Aunt Madge hat called for the Ms,
and I am Just in time to answer “present”.
I am ]nst home from a month's visit among
the grand old mountains of the Granite state.
I left home the day of the M. B.’s reanion. I
thought of yoa all many timet that day. My
John sent me Thb America!* that the report
was in, and I did en)oy reading it to much.
Must tell yoa I made “filled cookies” for the
friend I was visiting, and they were fine. She
kept a plate fall on the sideboard to every
neighbor that came in coaid have one.
Do any of yoa cook small beets and put
them whole into tweet pickle? I think them
delicious. It was new to me, so I past it
along for others to try. My only hope for the
M's column lies with Aant Maria, May and I
think Irish Molly.
Here is a quotation from John Wesley that
1 think yon all will approve:
“Do all the good yon can, by all the means
yoa can, in all the ways yon can, to all the
people yon can. as long as ever yoa can.”
Best love to yon all.
Melissa.
A most excellent motto yon have given os.
It is the whole M. B. creed in a nat-shell. I
intended to acknowledge the receipt of a
post-card yon sent me from the White moon*

We know of no other medicine which has been so successful in relieving the suffering of women, or secured so
many genuine testimonials, as has Lydia E. Pinkham’s

Vegetable Compound.
In almost every community you will find women who
have been restored to health by Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. Almost every woman you meet has
either been benefited by it, or knows some one who has.
In the Pinkham Laboratory at Lynn, Mass., are files containing over one million one hundred thousand letters from
women seeking health, in which many openly state over
their own signatures that thev have regained their health by
taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has saved
many women from surgical operations.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound is made exclusively from roots and herbs, and is perfectly harmless.
The reason why it is so successful is because it contains
ingredients which act directly upon the female organism,
restoring it to healthy and normal activity.
Thousands of unsolicited and genuine testimonials such
as the following prove the efficiency of this simple remedy.
Minneapolis, Minn.: —"I was a (treat sufferer from frmale
troubles which caused a weakness and broken down condition
of the system. I read so much of what Lydia K, Pink ham’s
Vegetable Compound liad done for other suffering women, I felt
sure It would help ine, and I must say it did help me wonderfully. Within three months 1 was a perfectly well woman.
“I want this letter made public to show the benefits to be
derived from Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound”—
Mrs. John O.Moldan, 211R Second St.North, Minneapolis,Minn.

Women who

peculiar

distressing ills
sight of these facts
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable

suffering

are

from those

to their sex should not lose

ability

G. A. Pascbeb.

DATES.

Saturday, Oct. .6-Green Mountain Pogrange with Pamola grange, Han-

cock.

Hancock Pomona
Saturday, Not. 8
grange with Alamoosook grange, East Orland.
—

884, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
Highland grange met in regular session
Friday evening, Oct. 8, with an attendance ot forty-four members and twentyBusiness over, recess was
five visitors.
declared and a supper was served ot baked
chicken, beans, cakes, pies and coffee.
After a social hour, the lecturer protein.
presented a good program of singing,
readings, recitations, tableaux, stories and
remarks from visiting brothers and sisters.
PENOBSCOT. 240.

Penobscot grange worked the first and
second degrees on one candidate Friday
evening. After the Initiation the lecturer
presented a program consisting of a piano
solo, songs, reading and conundrums.
Over fifty members were present.
47ft, ELLSWORTH.
Bayside grange held its regular meeting
Oct. 7, with worthy master in the chair.
There being no work, the new ball waa
BAY8IDR,

Every

discussed.

present
the prospect ot a
member

40B, KA9T ORLAnd.
grange held its regu|tr
meeting Saturday with a large attendance
and many visitors.
Alter the business
was finished, a good program was
turniehed by the lecturer. The lair which
i,
to be held next Wednesday was the
chief
topic o( interest.
ALAMOOSOOK.

Alamoosoolc

HALCYON, 345, NORTH 8LCEHILL.
Halcyon grange held Its regular meeting
Saturday, Uct », with a Urge attendance

Alter business a harvest supper was
served
to about MO, including neighbors
and
children. A fine program oi
songs, diaand
recitations was presented bv
logues
the children.
CA8TINR, 250.
Oaatine grange met Baturdsy with fllt».
present. An interesting program
was carried out; also degree work
conlerred upon one candidate. Oaatine
grange
has had no summer recess. The
interest
has been good throughout the
summer, although not so many to attend.
whole, this grange U in a flourishing and
prosperous condition.
seven

Ou’the

KLLSWORTH

MARKETS

The quotation, bolow give the
ring* of
retail prion in Ellsworth.
Oouutry moon.
Dulry

Mill
U|W

■

Pool try.
Chicken
fowl

..15 UO

...

Heel loose, per ion..
Baled.

•1813#

waa

very enthusiastic
1*11
hall. The foundation of stone is com13
Vegetables.
pleted, and the carpenters are at work,
>
Potatoes,
15*30
Onion*.
pk
C6
with all the lumber on the spot. All are
02 Squash, ft
Turnip*. *
02*
in hopes to meet in the new hall before the
OS Carrot*. It.
«
heed
00 Cabbage, ft
Lettuce,
PS
severe cold weather. It will be a two-story
00 Citron. tt>
Tome toe*, lb
0*
*0 Cauliflower.
building. On the first floor will be coat- Celery, iunch
15*25
Sweet
lb
08
potatoes.
Pumpkins.
rooms, banquet hall and kitchen, and on
Or tomatoea. pk 88&B Green corn. dot
li
the second floor a large cloak-room, and
Wilt*
the hall with a ten-foot stage and an Oranges. dos
25*50 Lemon* dot
23§J/>
IS *15 Watermelon,
AO
eight-foot dressing-room each side ot the Pineapple*,
Oi
•rlee.
stage. The silver prize cup, with a bouI
Col
%
Klee,
per
per
0680$
quet of white dahlias, was on the altar.
Blo,
16#25 Vinegar, sal
20ft2J
SS Cracked wheat,
When the cup was carried into the hall
Mocha,
05
36
h
Java,
Oatmeal, per
20
it was loudly applauded. All are pleased
Buckwheat, pkg
04
that Bayside grange bad won it.
45#66 Graham,
0*
Japan,
me*
SO#66 Kye
Oolong,
04
The grange wishes through this column
Gran u la ted ami;
ugar— per a—
to express its sincere thanks to the local
Granulated, 91**06 OB—per gal—
06
T el low, C
Linseed.
65810
committee and other citizens of EllsPowdered,
06flo
Kerosene,
13
worth for the royal entertainment during Mola**ee per gal
36
Havana,
the grange field days, Oct. 5 and ft, and for
50
Porto Rmo,
the beautiful silver cup which it was BayMaata and Provision*.
side’s good fortune to win in the parade Beef,#:
Pork, h
30
13836
Chop,
contest.
in

f

__

new

Boasts,

14 8*8

Ham. p«r

18*45

a

8CHOODIC.

Compound

—

-1

Quaker Oats
is the

_

perfectly balanced
human food

_

cared my boy of a
Honey and Tar
severe cough, and a
boy, who was
so ill with a cold that the doctors gave him
np, was cured by taking Foley’s Honey and
Tar.” Nothing else is as safe and certain in
resalts.

reason.

mona

T*

Shoulder.
10«15
Corned,
420, FRANKLIN.
17*16
Tonruee,
13328
of
or doubt the
Be hoodie grange, of Franklin, was called Teal:
Salt
15
39 823
15 j- 6
steak.
Lard,
W.
order
M.
J.
I).
Perkins
Thursto
to restore their health.
by
12 819
Roasts,
Oct.
with
7,
day evening,
twenty-seven Lamb
12*30
Lamb,
members and two visitors present.
After
04
tains. How you must have enjoyed it all! 1 f TWENTY-FIFTH AXNIV KKSARY.
Tongues, each
i business a short literary program was renthe
M.
B.'s
fresh n*h.
met
some
of
Wednesday
hope you
dered.
All
members
are
to
be
requested
06 CUm*. qt
in Ellsworth, for I know a number were there. j Shaw Business Collfgi' Reaches Im- |
Cod,
06
i present at the next regular meeting, Oct. lla.tdoek.
portant Milestone.
Mackerel,
12*13
Halibut,
as
is
of
there
business
Dear Mvtualt:
importance to Qy mar* #
50 Shad. P.
The Shaw business college, of Portland 14,
15
1 did not tret in that white ribbon parade
be transacted.
.Smelts, It
and Bangor, reached its twenty-fifth anafter all, but stood on the street and cheered
flour. Grain and Feed,
MEMORIAL resolutions.
this month.
,
till I was hoarse. It was a grand sight, and niversary
bbl—
Oat*, bu
RTimoi, Death has again entered our ranks flour—per
of
school
on
The
the
Oct.
6 Aft §8 CO ahori*— >a*— 3
organization
1,
meant a lot, especially in Bangor. The most;
and removed our beloved sister, Hulda RichCorn,ion#bag
30*1 V» Mix. tv- d, bag 17 u ITS
of
an
idea
in
!
was
the
development
impressive eight to me was a bare-footed boy 1SS4,
Corn meal,bag 1 5u<jl 55 Middling
»agl *175
with a flag. No doubt his feet were made 1 the mind of the man for whom it was
That we. as Patrons of Hus- Cracked corn. 1.50*1:5
Reaolced,
bare by the rum curse.
named F. L. Shaw, of Portland.
Mr. bandry, extend our sincere sympathy to the
1 really meant to have been there, got be- ! Shaw had for several years been
promi- family.
Law Rkoam>ino wkiohts a.*i> mkasuris.
lated in a dressmaker shop, as I have to cornRewired, That Schoodic grange has lost a
j nently identified with business college
A bushel of Llverj>ool salt sn.v! w. :<n 6D
bine business and pleasure. I did not attend i
and
a
member.
sister
was
routine in the institution which
in good
loyal
pound*, and a bushel of Turk's Island sail shall
all the meetings, but got about or as much as j
weigh <0 pound*.
Thai
a
of
these
Rewired.
resolutions
copy
those days considered the leading expotatoe*
The standard weight of a bushel of
one cracked head could contain to ponder
be sent to The Ellsworth American for pub- In
poandt,
nent of this class of instruction in Maine,
good order and fit for shipping, l*
over for months to come.
lication, a copy to the bereaved family, and a
of apple#, 44 pounds.
I visited an old friend who took me to call and the nearly double enrollment in that
The standard weight of a bushel of bean* In
copy be spread upon our records, and that
institution during the time that he was our charter be
good order and At for shipping, U*o pound*;
on many other old-time friends, some of my
draped in mourniug for thirty of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and pea*,®
schoolmates that I have not seen for years connected with it, in a degree shows his
3Flora J. Perkins,
days.
pounds; of corn. 56 pounds, of onion* and
and years. It did me lots of good. We all
of carrots, FngHsh turnip*, rye
energetic methods.
Rebecca Feemald,
[founds,
Indian meal, 60 pounds; of parsnip#, *5 pound*;
need a vacation once a year, at least, no
In one small room in Portland, with
Bernice Dunn,
of barley and buckwheat, 43 pound*, of oat*
matter if we do crowd it with pleasure till
Committee.
34 pounds, or eren measure as u» sgi ••
twenty pupils, the Shaw business college
we are tired and glad to get home.
It is rewas launched.
Within a year it became
freshing to rehearse.
HARVEST HOME, 103, WEST ELLSWORTH.
Course lu Poultry Keeping.
1 visited the home for aged ladies, saw one necessary to secure new quarters, and in
Harvest Home grange met Oct. 9,tl>a masThe annual short course in ponltryfrom our own town—Mrs. Mary Eldridge another year still larger quarters were
Albion K. QuptiU, in the chair.
One
ter,
will be opened at the University
Harvey. She is nearly blind, but was so glad necessary. Six years later the whole floor
candidate received the Anal degree. At the keeping
to see me. She said: **0h, write a lot for The ol the Motley block in Portland, now
ot Maine Oct. 26, and will occupy three
next
the
first
and
second
meeting
degrees
American, for I hear it all, as Mrs. Nahum occupied by the college, was taken, and a
weeks. It will be followed. Nov. 18, 17
Hinckley, formerly of Blnehill, comes in branch school has since been found nec- will be in order. Alter recess the lecturer and
18, by a poultry institute.
tem. furnished an interesting program
every week and reads her paper to me, and it
pro
essary in Portland.
The purpose of the course is to give inof songs, reading, speaking and conunhelps me so much.” She has all she needs for
But the college did not long remain
formation to people who cannot devote »
comfort, of course, but it is not a home after
drums. It was voted to give Orange River
longer period of time to it, along the lines
all, but a place to be truly thankful for to confined to Portland. The Dirigo busithe amount asked for toward
grange
ness college, of Augusta, established
in
await the Master’s call home.
of incubation and brooding, breeding,
its new grange hall. The exWill try not to come again too soon, as we
1864, was acquired by Mr. Shaw, and buildingthe
feeding, management, poultry houses and
hibit
at
fair
grange
Saturday evening
are such a large family, am afraid of crowdopened as a branch. The branch at Bangor was a success.
structures, fattening, killing, marketing,
Mrs.
Louise
Seeds
waa
ing some out. I had rather read others* let- soon followed. Thus a chain was formed
and something of the business problems
awarded the prize for the largest pumpters than my own. I often wonder if any
across the State, which has been found to
ot the industry.
other county paper goes to so many parte of
kin. Thirty-six members were present,
be of advantage in many ways to the
The work wUI be given largely by means
the world as The Ambeican. From nearly
with
visitors
from
AlaBayside, Arbutus,
as it gave them an opportunity
of lectures and practical demonstrations.
all the states comes to me the word: “I look students,
mooaook and lake View granges. The
from one
The time before and after the regular sesfor your items in The Ambeican; write all to conduct actual business
a
sions of the class will be devoted to caring
school to another, and the student on quartette gave selection.
the news.**
Dell.
tor the Incubators, brooders, young chick*
The kind and helpful deed of a friend of graduating has not only the position deARB CTOS, 460, BOBBY.
and
the breeding fowls. The courts
of
the
individual
school
from
mine reported in this I am glad is men- partment
suited both to the needs of tbe
Arbutus grange held a regular meeting is
which
he
behind
but
also
fancier
and tbe utility breeder.
graduated
him,
tioned in your letter.
Friday evening with a fair attendance.
The college of agriculture has a comthose of the other schools.
Aunt Madge.
The usual business was brought before plete poultry plant, which consists ot an
The branch in Bangor has grown, and
ten
the meeting and several applications were incubator cellar and laboratory, with
now occupies the two upper floors in the
a winter
received. A short musical program was different makes of Incubators, fattening
SOUTH DEEB ISLE.
brooder house, a crate and pen
new ness mock, which even now are taxea
presented. The first and second degrees house, a killing room, and numerous colWalter Stanley, who bae been employed to their capacity.
T*el»
will be conferred at the next meeting.
ony houses of various types.
Thai the college in twenty-five yean
on a • learner, came home ill thia week.
leading breeds of fowl* are kept for P111
bom
a
haa
room
demonstration.
and
grown
capable ot accomposes of instruction
Bertram Sawyer and wile, ot Gloucester,
GOOD WILL, 878, AMHERST.|
No tuition or ftes are charged and le
modating twenty etodenu, until it can
smaltGood Will grange met Oct. 9, with books are
Mare., are guests ol Mrs. C. W. Spofford.
used, so the expense is
now take care of mom than 500 in ita three
the worthy master in the chair. The at- Board and room can be ham at £1 to (8
Mr*. Koberson, ol Bar Harbor, ia with
ran
for
and
haa
alao
it
is
continued to add tendance was
schools,
her aon, Guy Cleveland, lor a lew weeka.
small, but all enjoyed a good week. The only other expensewill be en
new and improved facilitiea to meet the
road fare. Aeoomodations
time. The grange voted to hold an allGeorge Hall, ot Brooklln, ia at the home demanda of the buaineee world.
gaged in advance for any who desire
day session two weeks from Saturday, Oct.
ot hie nephew, F. A. Peirce, lor a lew
daye.
A. very noticeable change which haa 23.
Remarks tor the good of the order
Miaa Burrell, aeeietant teacher in the taken place during the twenty-five yean
were made by
Mrs. Ezra Williams, of
high achool at Btonington, waa the gnest la the incraaaed attendance of young Great Pond.
on Sunday ol Hra. Vernon Small.
earlier
women. In ita
daya not mom than
RRW CRHTUBY, 368, DEDHAM.
E. P. Cole, ol Brooklin, ia here looking five per cent, of the total enrollment wen
Excutarsis and Pine Grove granges were
alter hia apple orchard and putting the women, while now It ia fully fifty per
term and building in repair lor the winter. cent. Thia ia due to the mpidly lucre aa- represented by visitors in New Century
demand for atenognphen.
grange, Dedham, Oct. 9. The lecturer’s
Mrs. Byron Tracy lett Saturday tor Bad- ing
Aa will be seen, the Shaw achool haa program presented readings by E. W.
atone, N. H., to spend a lew weeka with
her hue bend and eon, who are employed made gnat atridee during the peat quarter Burrill, Nettie Houston, Lucy Cowing and
of a century, and the proepecta for tha others; stories, M. W. Ginn, N. B.
there.
Colby;
futum look good. Thouaanda of ita former recitations, Raymond Cook; piano
solos,
Miaa Plaiated, ol York, ia teaching the
etudenta will congntulate It on the pass- Marcia Burrill and Ethel Fogg; remarks
achool at North Btonington. The
from visiting patrons and others and reing of the quarter-century mark.
who commenced the school, Miaa Perkins,
port of Pomona and field-day meetings by
was obliged to leave on account ot
poor
Heavy, Impure blood makea a muddy, pim- E. W. Burrill.
health.
ply oomplaxiou, headachea, nauaea, tndifesSEDGWICK, 244.
F. A. Peirce, who has been in Boston a tiou. Thin blood makea you weak, pale,
Bedgwick grange held iu regular meetlew weeks receiving treatment lor an in- sickly. Burdock Blood Bitten makea the
jury to his eye while working on the blood rich, red, pure—restorer perfect health. ing Oct. 8, with twenty-eight members,
4i«.
present. One candidate was instructed
quarry, came home Sunday. He thinks in
time hia eye will be aa well aa ever.
Dr. Daniels' Hone Benovator—for
Foley’s Honey and Tar clears the air pasOct. 9.
H.
sages. stops the irritation in the throat
your hone—Makea Blood—glvee vim,
•oothea the inflamed membranes, and th«
and
health.
strength
Cures piles,
Stop* itching instantly.
most obstinate cough disappears. Sore and
Inflamed lungs are healed and strengthened
eczema, salt rheum, tetter, itch, hivea, herpes,
China foe row table la the Family Slse
the cold is expelled from the system
scabies—Doan’s Ointment. At any drug store. I
Advertising brings Me customers and and
Packages
Refuse any but the genuine in the yellou
—Advt.
assists the salesman.
O
A.
Paacunn.
package.
—

absolutely
neighbor's

munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

HIGHLAND,

doorfof heaven, one day
Sped two young angels on their happy way.
For the first time to see the world In May—
Both bearing baskets.
St.

Th1i column is devoted to the Orange, eeto the granges of Hencoek county.
The column te open to nil grangers for the
discussion of topics of general Internet, end
for reports of grange meeting*. Mnke letters
short and concise. All communications most
be signed, but nsmes will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All com-

peclelly

good

the first and second
decrees.
were received.

ippl Scat ions

_

Ellsworth, Me.

ROTH BOYS 1ATKD.

Endeavor’s Idsat
Dwellers on the same earth; travelers at the same hour; companions on
the same road. Shall we not help one

cfobctb'

In

3mong the ©ranger#.

PEARY’S EVIDENCE
AGAINST DR. COOK
AllegssCookDidNot
Reach North Pole.
PROOF OF STATEMENT.
Witnesses Quoted Are Cook’s
Eskimo Boys.

bad killed dear, bear, aome of their
doga, aeal, walrus and musk-oxen.
The second boy was then called In
and tbs two went over the chart together, the second boy suggesting
some changes as noted hereafter.
Finally, Panlkpah, the father, was
again called In to verify details of the
portions of the route with which he
was personally familiar.
The bulk of the boys’ testimony was
not taken by Commander Peary, nor
In his presence, a fact that obviates
any possible claim that they were
awed by him.
Certain questions on Independent
lines from the direct narrative of the

letter from Dr. Cook to Francke, dated the ITtb of March. The two men
rejoined the other (onr men who bad
been left behind, and the alx returned
to Anoratok. arriving May 7th. This
Information was obtained not from the
two Eskimo boys, bnt from the six
men who returned and from Francke
himself, and was known to ns In the
summed of 1908, when the Maotevelt
first arrived at Btah. The Information
Is Inserted here as supplementary to
the narrative of the two boysd
After sleeping at the camp where the
last

two

Cook

Eskimos

and

northerly

turned

the two boys

back.

went In a

with

twoAledgea and twenty odd dogs!

one

more

march, when they encoun-

tered rough Ice and a lead of open water.
nor

oyer

twenty.

How many

be could

sledges did they have

when they got back

to land?

Ana.

short die-

Yes: the sledges still had

abont all they could carry, so they were

dogs, and returned

loaded sledges, makes their attainment

the northwest coast of Heiberg

From

here they

Thomas Hubbard a

went west across

the shore of Heiberg

Land at Cape

mand the

and math-

of three

subsistence

designs.

I

perhaps

Dr.

and his arrival at lUngnes Land, where

THE DOCTOR’S

must then add

Question.
Some Advice

Against the
Use of Harsh Purgatives
and

March 17th, at or near Cape Thomas

Hubbard, the subsequent four or Qve

his contention that Dr. Cook did not
reach the North Pole. Is now made
public for the first time. The statement and map have been copyrighted
by the Peary Arctic Club.

sleeps at that point, and the number
of days required to march from Cape
Thomas Hubbdrd to Caps; Northwest

(a distance of

(Entered according to Act of congee—.
In the year 1909, by the Peary Arctlo Club,
la the offlhe of the Librarian of Congress,
at Washington, D. C.)

some

sixty nautical

miles), which would advance his date
of

INTRODUCTION BY REARY.
Some of my reasons for saying that
Dr. Cook did not go to the North Pole
will be understood by those who read
the following statements of the two
Eskimo boys who went with him, and
Who told me and others of my party
where be did go.
Several Eskimos
who started with Dr. Cook from Anoratok In February. 1808, were at Etah
when 1 arrived there In August. 1908.
They told me that Dr. Cook had with
him, nfter they left, two Eskimo boys
or young men. two sledges and some
twenty dogs. The boys were 1-took-ashoo and
Ah-pejlab. I had known
them from their childhood. One was
about eighteen anti the other about
nineteen years of age.
On my return from Cape Sheridan
anti at the very first settlement I
touched (Nerke, near Cape Chalou) In
August. 1909. nml nine days before
reaching Utah, the Eskimos told me,
in a general way. where Dr. Cook ha5
been; that he had wintered in Jones
Sound and that ho had told the white
men at Etah that he had been a long
way north, but that the hoys who were
with him. I-took-a-shoo and Ali-pe-lah,
said that this was not so. The Eskimos laughed at Dr. Cook's story.
On
reaching Etah. 1 talked with the Eskimos there and with the two
boys and
asked them to describe Dr. Cook’s Journey to members of my party and myself.
This they did In the manner
stated below.
(Signed) R. E. Peaby.

departure from

land

the

to

at

least the 35th of March, and be pre-

accept the claim that Dr.

pared

to

Cook

went

from

Northwest

Cape

(about latitude eighty and
grees North) to the Pole,
five hundred and seventy

a

a

half de-

distance of

geographical

miles, in twenty-seven days.

Physics.

doctor’s first question when consulted
by a patient is, “Are your bowels regu
lar?” He knows that 98 per cent, of illness is attended with inactive bowels and
torpid liver. This condition poisons the
system with waste matter and causes accumulation of gasc s which must be removed through the bowels before health
can be restored.
Salts, ordinary pills and catnartics may
be truly likened to dynamite. Through
their harsh, irritating action they force a
passage through the bowels, causing pain
and damage to the delicate intestinal
structure which weakens the system, and
at best only produces temporary relief.
The repeated use of such treatments
causes chronic irritation of the stomach
and bowels, dries and hardens theirs
nerves, stiffens their muscles and generally
brings about an injurious habit which
sometimes has almost, if not, fatal results.
We have a pleasant and safe remedy for
constipation and bowel disorders in genA

We are so certain of Its curative
that we promise to retura the purchaser’s money in every case where it fails
This remto produce entire satisfaction.
edy is called Rexall Orderlies. We urge
eral.

value

The accompanying 41 ap la reproduced exactly from the original submitted by Commander I'eury with his official
by which he hopes to prove that Dr. Frederick A. Cook never reached the north pole The map purports to have been traced oat In the presence of the two Eskimos who were with Dr. Cook and, according to
Pearj-, Is based upon their actual statements as to Cook's entire journey. The dotted lines In the smhll map In the
upper left hand corner Is the route which Dr. Cook says he took on his Journey to and from the pole after, leaving
Cape Thomas Hubbard. The Irregular line extending northeast from Isachsen Land Is the edge of the land Ice,
beyond which, Peary declares. Dr. Cook dfcl not venture.
statement

SIGNED STATEMENT OF PEARY,
bartlext, mcmillan, borup
and HENSON, IN REGARD TO
TWO

was away from Anorat°k In 1008 and 1909, were questioned
separately and Independently, and
were corroborated
by Panlkpah, the
lather of one of them (I-took-a-sboo),
who was personally familiar with the
first third and the last third of their
journey, and who sold that the route
for the remaining third, as shown by
them, was as described to him by his
son aftef bis retnrn with Dr. Cook.
Notes of their statements were taken
by several of os, and no one of ns has
any doubt that they told the truth.
Their testimony was unshaken by
cross-examination, was corroborated
by other men In the tribe, and was
elicited neither by threats nor promises. the two boys and their father
talking of their journey and their experiences In the same way that they
would talk of any bunting trip.
To go more into details: One of the
boys was called In, and, with a chart
on the table before him, was asked to
show where he bad gone with Dr.
Cook. This he did, pointing out with
his Angelika the map, but not making
any marks upon It
As be went out the other boy came
in and was asked to show where he
had gone with Dr. Cook. This be did,
also without making any marks, and
Indicated the same route and the asms
details as did the first boy.
When he was through, Panlkpah,
*he father of I-took-a-shoo, a rery intelligent man, who was in the party
of Eskimos that came back from Dr.
Cook from the northern end of N anil's 8trait who to familiar as a bunter with the Jones Bound
region, and
who has been In Commander Peary’s
Parlous expeditions for some fifteen
Jesrs, came In and Indicated the same
localities and details as the two boys.
Then the first boy was brought In
a*»ln. and with a pencil he traced on
the map their route, members of our
Party writing upon the chart where,
according to the boy’s statement they

we

to the date of Dr. Cook’s letter of

New York. October 12.—The follow-

Cook while he

C-L

ogue
...

of Heiberg Land at Cape Northwest,

ing statement of Commnnder Robert
E. Peary, which he submitted, together with the accompanying map. to
the Peary Arctic Club In support of

The two Eskimo boys, I-took-a-shoo
ond Ah-pe-lah. who accompanied Dr.

service

ical miles on lees than two sledge loads

they killed the deer,

COOK’S

Uitini
and satisfaction.
Numerous patterns, are
offered in this famous Silver Plate that Wean.
Sold
_t

ney of ten hundred and forty geograph-

the Pole, or thought be did, between

Carefully Prepared Map.

OF
ESKIMO BOYS.

WB6EEBB&:

and over twenty dogs during a jour-

Cook got mixed and that he reached

MANPBR PEARY* OFFICIAL STATEMENT

Point Out Limit of Explorer’s Jour-

TESTIMONY

Sanss

men

the time of leaving the northwest coast

ney on

—rt lower throuih harder
servicethan any other because tber have a round
bolsttr. which does awa»
with sharp corners (wtwre
blade is Joined to handle)

it would de-

as

If It is suggested that

li®iirCPi|

_

physical

ematical impossibility,

the Ice, which was level and covered

atampcd

of the Pole on the trip North of Cape

Land to a point Indicated on the map

(Sverdrup's Cape Northwest).

Knives

the land with

cache.

iHy

NATIVES LAUGH AT CLAIM.

to

no

along

Plated

killed no game, made no caches, lost

able to take but a few things from the

Prom here they then went southweat

Triple

to

pendent questions, showing that they

land? Ans.

of supplies.

_

boys

their sledges when they chme back to

low Island which they had seen from

a

tempta to go to it

Commander Peary's aeries ot inde-

the lead, but turned west-

ward or southwestward

bare made any at

Did they hare any provisions left on

with snow, offering good going, to a

not enter

possibly

The answers ot the Eskimo

Two.

this rough Ice,

They did
cross

thing

Dr.

northwesterly direction

or

SMlIttlHIUttk

Did oof remember exactly, Dot some-

Eskimo boys were suggested by Com- | tance and returned to Heiberg Land
mander Peary to some of us. and were
at a point west of where they bad left
put by us to tbe Eskimo boys.
tbe cache and where the four men bad
Still later. Commander Peary asked
tbe Eskimo boys two or three casual
turned back.
questions on minor points that bad
Here they remained four or five
occurred to bint.
During the taking of this testimony, sleeps, and during tbat time I-took-ait developed that Dr. Cook had told
shoo went back to tbe cache and got
these boys, as he told Mr. Whitney
and Billy Pritchard, the cabin boy.
his gun which he had left there, and a
that they must nor tell Commander
few Items of supplies.
Peary or any of us anything about
When asked why only a few supplies
their Journey, and the boys stated
Dr. Cook had threatened them if they
were taken from the cache, the boys
should tell anything.
replied tbat only a small amount of
The narrative of these Eskimos is
as

follows:

They, with Dr. Cook. Francke and
nine other Eskimos, left Anorat'ok.
crossed Smith's Sound to Cape Sabine,
slept in Commander Peary’s old house
in Payer Harbor, then went through
Rice Strait to Buchanan Bay. After a
few marches Francke and three Eskimos returned to Anoratok.
Dr. Cook, with the others, then proceeded up Flagler Bay. a branch of
Buchanan Bay, and crossed Ellesmere
Land through tbe valley pass at the
head of Flagler Bay, Indicated by Commander Peary In 1898. and utilized by
Sverdrup in 1899, to the head of Sverdrup’s "Bay Fiord'' on the west aide
of Ellesmere Land.
Their route then lay out through this
fiord, thence north through Sverdrup’s
"Heuerka Sound" and Nansen Strait
On their way they killed musk-oxen
and bear, and made caches, arriving
eventually at a point on the west side
of Nansen Strait (shore of Axel Heiberg Land of Sverdrup), south of Cape
Thomas Hubbard.
A cache was formed here and tbe
four Eskimos did not go beyond this
point. Two others, Koolootlngwab and
Inugbito, went on one more march
with Dr. Cook and tbe two boys, helped to build the snow igloo, then returned without sleeping.
(These two Eskimos brought back a

provisions bad been used In the few
days since they left the cache, and that
their sledges still had all they could
carry, so

that they could not take more.

After being informed of the boys'
narrative thus far. Commander Peary

suggested

series of questions to be

a

put to tbe boys In regard to this trip
from the land out and back to It
These questions and answers were
as

follows:

Did they cross many open leads or
much open water during this time?
Ans.

None.

Did they make any caches out on the

Ice?

Ans.

No.

Did they kill any bear or seal while
eat on the Ice north of
Hubbard?

Ans.

Cape

Thomas

No.

kill or lose* any of their

Did they

Northwest.
ed for

one

On this island the; camp-

sleep.

The size and position of this Island,
ns

drawn by the first boy, was criti-

cised by the second boy

large and
ond

too

as

being

far to the west, the

too

forwardness ana
sec-

boy calling the attention of the

first to

the fact that the position of

the Island

was

with the point

more

nearly In line

where they

had

After killing the deer they then travelled south along the east side of Itingnes Land to the point indicated on the
chart, where they killed another deer.
They then went east across the south
part of Crown Prince Gustav Sea to
the south end of Heiberg Land, then
down through Norwegian Bay, where
they secured some bears, but not until
after they had killed some of their
dogs, to the east side of Graham Island; then eastward to the little bay
marked “Bid's Fiord” on Sverdrup's
chart; then southwest to Hell’s Gate
and Simmon's Peninsula.
Here for the first time during the
ontire journey, except as already noted
off Cape Thomas n. Hubbard, they
encountered open water. On this point
the boys were clear, emphatic, and unshakable. They spent a good deal of
time in this region, and finally abandoned their dogs and one sledge, took
to their boat, crossed Hell’s Gate to
North Kent, up into Norfolk Inlet,
then back along the north coast of
Colin Archer Peninsula to Cape Vera,
where they obtained fresh eider duck
Here they cut the remaining
eggs.
sledge off, that is shortened it, as it was
awkward to transport with the boat,
and near here they killed a walrus.
The statement in regard to the fresh
eider duck eggs permits the approximate determination of the date at this
time as about the first of July. (This
statement also serves. If Indeed anything more than the inherent straight-

left

aeiau

or tneir narra-

tive were needed, to substantiate the
accuracy and truthfulness of the boys’
statement This locality of Cape Vera
Is mentioned in Sverdrup’s narrative
as the place where during his stay In
that region be obtained elder ducks’

try them at our entire risk.
Kexall Orderlies are eaten like candy,
they act quietly ana have a soothing,
strengthening, healing, regulative influence on the entire intestinal tract.
They
do not purge, gripe, cause nausea, flatulence, excessive looseness, diarrhoea or
other annoying effects, and they maybe
you to

taken at any time without inconvenience.
Rexall Orderlies overcome the drugging
habit and safely remedy constipation and
associate
ailments, whether acute or
chronic, except in surgical cases. They are
especially good for children, weak persons
or old folks.
Price, 36 tablets 25 cents,
and 12 tablets 10 cents.
Remember, you
Rexall
Remedies in Ellsworth
obtain
can
only at our store—The Rexall Store. E. G.
Moore, cor. opp. postoffice.

Hay’s

Health
Never Falls to Restore

Gray

Hair to Its Natural
Color and Beauty.

No matter how long it haa been gray
Promotes a luxuriant growth
of healthy hair. Stops its falling out.
and positively remove* Dan*
droll. Keeps hair soft and glossy. Re*
fuse all substitutes. 2% times as much
in $1.00 as 50c. size. Is Not a Dye.
$1 and 50c. bottles, at druggists
or faded.

S^\d ]c for Ire. book The Care of the Hair.
Philo Hay Spec. Co., Newark, N. J. ,

Hay's Harflna Soap cures Pimple*
red, rough and chapped hands, and all skin diseases. Keeps skin fine and soft. 25c. druggists,
fiend 3c for tree bonk “The Care of the Skin.**
E. O. MOORE, Druggist.

eggs.)

From Cape Vera they went on down
into the southwest angle of Jones
Sound, where they killed a seal; thence
Land and Ellet Rlngnes Laud.
east along the south coast of the
three bears at the point
This criticism and correction was ac- Sound, killing
noted on the map, to the peninsula
cepted by the first boy. who started to known as Cape Sparbo on the map,
about midway on the south side of
change the position of the island, but
Jones Sound.
Here they killed some
was stopped, as Commander Peary had
musk-oxen and, continuing east, killed
on
given Instructions that no changes or four more at the place Indicated
the chart, and were finally stopped by
erasures were to be made In the route
the pack ice at the mouth of Jones
Sound. From here they turned back
as drawn by the Eskimos on the chart.
to Cape Sparbo. where they wintered
From this Island they could see two and killed
many musk-oxen.
After the sun returned in 1909 they
lands beyond (Sverdrup’s EUef Ringstarted, pushing their sledge, across
ties
and Amund
Rlngnes Lands). Jones Sound to Cape Tennyson; thence
From the Island they Journeyed to- along the coast to Clarence Head (passing Inside of two small islands not
ward the left band one of these two shown on
the chart, but drawn on it
!
lands (Amund Rlngnes Land), passing by the boys), where they killed a bear;
thence across the broad bight in the
s small island which they did cot visit.
coast to Cadogan Fiord; thence around
Arriving at the shore of Amund Cape Isabella and up to Commander
old house iu Payer Harbor
’’
*-lmos killed a Peary’s
Rlngnes Land, the
near Cape Sabine, where they found a
fleer as Indicated on the chart
seal cached for them by Panlkpab.
I-took-a-sboo’s father. From here they
crossed Smith Sound on the ice, arThe above Italicised portion of the
riving at Anoratok.
(Signed) R. E. Peary. U. 8. N.
statement of the Eskimo boys covers
Robert A. Bartlett.
Master 8.S. Roosevelt.
the period of time in which Dr. Cook
D. B. McMillan.
George Borup.
claims to have gone to the Pole and
Mattuew a. Henson.

nelberg Land (Cape Northwest) and
the

channel between Amund Rlngnes

brane resulting from Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the Head quickly. Restores
the Senses of Taste and Smell. Full size
50 eta. at Druggists or by mail. Liquid
Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 eta.
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.

PATENTS
ALL COUNTRIES.
Muu direct with Washington aavat
money and often the patent.
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With
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how
Ans.

the Ice?

many

Ans. No.

sledges did they

Two.

How many dogs did they have? Ans.
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WASH IWQTOH, P. C.

GASNOW
Notice.
Panper
of Ellscontracted with the

—

dogs while

,

time, I1

worth to support and
HAVING
need assistance

City

for those who
next five
years and are legal residents of Ellsworth. I
forbid all persons trusting them on my account, as there is plenty of room and accommodations to care for them at the City Farm
M. J. Drummby
house.
may

care

during the

WEDDING BELL'S,

Rhr <£Ust»0ttf) American
A LOCAL. AND

POLITICAL JOURNAL
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•VERT

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
BT TUB

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING OO.
F. W. Rollins. Editor sod Manager.
W. H. TITUS, Associate Editor.

■Btiscrtpdoo Price—$*2 00
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Baeiaese communications should be address*

Tikis week's

for the year of 1908,

The two days of last week given
over in this city to the grangers of
Haacock county were most profitably
■pent. To make the affair an annual
feature, as is proposed, is well worth

I

The thirteenth annual Maine music
festival at Bangor closed last Saturday
night in a blaze of glory, pronounced

by everybody to be, as a whole, the
best yet given. No suggestion of its
beard; on the con- |
already under way for ;

the last was

trary, plans

are

the festival of 1910. It will be a thoupities if Ellsworth does not participate in the continuance of this

sand

great work.
X Good Selection.
;

tTashiugton Post, Oct. 9.J

The choice of Mr. Chandler Hale
for tbe office of third assistant secretary of state is an excellent one.

Mr. Hale is well equipped by training
end temperament for the important
work that will be allotted to him in I
i
tbe department. He has always been
■tore or less in public life, has seen

diplomatic service abroad, and enjoys
wide acquaintance here and in
Europe.
Tte activities of the state departKnox
are
■aent under Secretary
evidently to have an important bearing apon American commercial de-

I

a

velopment,

as

well

as

upon foreign
of capacity,

rein.: ions. Young men
vigor, and special training are being
drafted into tbe service, and an air
of energy and alertness pervades the

department. Mr. Hale will be a decided acquisition to the department,
end may he depended upon to fill his

in

be

thr» issue

may
found Commander Peary’s formal
statement of his charges against Dr.

Oook, in which is set forth his
for

declaring

JUSTICE KING
TERM

IN

PRESIDING

HIS

HOMR

FOR

COUNTY

WARRSN MEMORIAL

—

EXER*

j

reasons

that the latter did not

dous fraud as that with which he is
•barged. He has not yet made a for-

reply, bat when shown the statemerit. was not at all distnrbed.
“1 will not enter into any argument
•bout the matter,” he said, “bat I will
mal

CARD OP
wish to

of

CARD OP THANKS.
WISH to express my sincere thanks to my
for helping me so kindly in my
Cabl W. Pettiqbov*.
Tremont, Me., Oct. 3, 1909.

I friends
sickness.

|

Jordan, James O.Otii
the Eskimos to New York at my
Among visitors the past w’eek were: Mclntire Frank.Bluehill
expense, and they will prove, as Charles Harlow' and wife, 8. Woodbury Murphy, Benjamin.Tremont
did Mr. Whitney, all that I have and wife, E. E. Barr and wife, C. P. Richardson Thomas N.Mount Desert
•laimed. * * * I fully expected to Thomas and wife, Mrs. A. H. Babcock, Robbins, John F.Deer Isle
—e something of the kind. The docu- Mrs. Stevens, A. Hardy, Miss Helen Mil- Soper, Alvah P.Bluehill
H. C. Abbott.
Sperry, George H.Surrj
ment looks formidable over so many ler, Ralph Crowell,
Springer John.Sullivae
signatures, and will probably appear
Stevens, Asa.Gouldsborc
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
There is, however)
ao to the public.
Turner, John C.Isle au Haul
Wight, Charles A.Bucksporl
nothing in it, as it is based upon dieRev. Henry W. Conley preached at
OF CASKS.
for ted and evasive replies of persona Holden Sunday.
The remainder of the afternoon was ocwho were told not to give any deA. W. Ellis and wife, are visiting relcupied by the calling of the docket and
foils.”
atives at Monroe.
assignment of cases.
Forty-two cases
The situation is not in the least
W. M. Davis is home from a six weeks* were
put on the general trial list, and
afcan
well
and
ths
•larified,
public
trip to the Pacific coast.
on
the
thirty-seven
special assigned list.
ford to withhold judgment.
Walter B. Bram, of Bangor, was here
The indications are that there will be
and
actual
triala
in
Wednesday.
Tuesday
quite a number of the
New Clam Canning Factory.
Miss Mabel Giles, of Amherst, is visit- cases assigned.
Wark has begun on the new clam canWARREN MEMORIAL EXERCISES.
ing her aunt, Mrs. Charles W. Smiin.
ning factory of the Twitchell-Champlin
Edward Finn, jr., who has been employMemorial exercises for the late George
earn pany near Hulls’ Cove in the town of
ed at Bar Harbor since early spring, is
M. Warren, of liastine, are being held in
home.
the court room this afternoon.
Workmen are driving piling to snpport
Miss Bernice H. Lord is home for a few
foe building, which will be 40x86 feet in
The farm buildings of Joseph W. Knight,
edae. The lumber is on the spot and part days* visit with her parents, Henry Lord
at Gorham, were burned Saturday. Sever•C the machinery for the factory ia on the and wile.
al cattle, two horses and two hogs,
,1,000
'wharf at Bar Harbor and ready to be
Miss Barbara Novels, of Bar Harbor, hai worth of fanning tools and most of the
i—lsHi il a* soon the building is completed. been visiting her grandmother, Mrs. Mar- crops were burned. The household furniture was saved. The loea is tl0,000; inwill
The
women
Novels.

employ thirty

men, besides the army of clam
Higgera. Hr. Bridges, formerly of Sedgwick. who has been in the employ of the
eeafuj many years, end for ths past
year nr more has superintended a factory
4n western Sew York, is looking after the
mamstmetiaa of the factory, and will be its
—jin rint endent.
seven

a’ Association Officers.
Soilowing are the officers elected at the
acting of the Hancock County
aeeociation in Ellsworth reF. E. McGouldrick, Blnehill;
Clayton H. Ward, Ellaand treasurer, Mill
I Bruce, Bar Harbor. Them officers,
Nellie Douglas, of Castine, and
end Arthur Young, of Hancock, conthe executive committee.

garet

Work began Monday on the State road
which will be built this year from a point
near the Falls depot running north on thf
Bangor road.
DmAmm Cannot bo Cnrod
>y local applications, as they cannot reach
he diseased portion of the ear. There ii
only one way to care deafness, and that is by
constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused
by an Inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When this tube
is Inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imand when it is entirely closed,
perfect hearing,
Deafness is the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube restored
to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever: nine cases out of ten are
caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but an
inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
case of Deafness (caused
by catarrh) that
cannot be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Core. Pend
for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

surance,

|

county of Hancock.
RULES

AND REGULATIONS.

Section L For a period of four years from
October 15, a. d. 1909, it shall be unlawful to
hunt, chase, catch, take, kill or destory any
moose in the towns of Mt. Desert, Tremont,
Southwest Harbor or Eden, or to hare in
possession any moose taken in either of said
towns, under the*penalty provided in the general law of the State for the illegal bunting,
taking, catching, killing or having in possession any moose or part thereof.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of SeptemL. T. Carlbton, Chairman.
ber, a. d. 1909.
J. W. Brackett,
E. E. Ring,
Commissioners of Inland Fisheries and Game.
Section 37, Chapter 32. Of the Revised
Statute*: Whoever fishes for. takes, catches,
kills or destroys any inland fish, in any manner or at any time, in violation of any of the
roles and regulations of the commissioners
of inland fisheries and game, made and promulgated in conformity with the provisions
of this chapter, shall be punished in the same
manner ana to the same extent as is provided
for by law for the illegal taking, catching,
killing or destroying any such inland fish.
SmiUom 3f*. Whoever willfully mutilates,
defaces or destroys any notice, rule or regulation of the commissioners of inland fisheries and game, posted in conformity with the
provisions of this chapter, shall be punished
.by a fine not exceeding fifty dollars, to be recovered by complaint or indictment: and onehalf of said fine shall be paid to the prosecutor.

STATE OF MAINE

Notice to

Contractors.

Erection of Normal School Dormitory,
Castioe, Maine.
Proposals addressed to

the

State

Normal

School Trustees will be received at the Office of
State
the State superintendent of Schools,
House. Augusta, Maine, until 1 p. m Wednes
day. October 27 1909. for the furnishing of all
labor, material, etc neeessary for the construction of a dormitory for the Eastern State Normal School, under the provisions o! Chapter93 of
the Public Laws of 1909.
A bond for 20 per cent of the amount of the
contract made will be required for the faithful
performance of the worn. For information

PAYSON SMITH,

94,000.

Bec’y of

the

lost.

Board of State
Trustees.

Normal

School

HAT

household
We
specialties and want one agent In every town to
our gooda. So experience necessary.
Introduce
_uee c**”
Profit al least too par cent. Big opportunity for

answers

name

Baoww, Ellsworth.

.

EHantrt.
any one having a dwellinghouse in Ellsworth to sell, please send
description and price of same to Tan Ono. H.
Quant Co., Ellsworth, Me.

HOUSE—Will

T7IABMEB8 and children to ent balsam fir
I?
twigs. For particulars address Pian
Pillow Co., Wood building. New York, N. Y.
around 90 to look after our business
in unoccupied territory.
Special inC. B. Bonn ft Co.,
ducement, permanent.
Nurserymen. Manchester, Conn.

srng^nudo^

Automatic In
every borne. Retails
Necessity
3B cents. Big Profit Get territory quickly.
AMKRii air Balks Co., Sudbury Bid*., Bostonnot mat

MAN

Coats, Gowns, Waists, Dress
Goods, Silks, Neckwear
and

operation.

evenly.
Sprinkles In

RAW

AjRS

WANTED

special orders to fill early for MINK,
mahtenTotter. muskrat, wild cat,
FOX, AND 8KUSK.
Send for price-list. Full market prices for all
We bave

kinds of furs.

...

Metcalfs Fox Decoy, fl.oo per bottle delivered.
H. C. METCALF & CO., AL8TEAD, N. H-

Novelties.

f

You

are

especially invited

to call.

A peep
at the extensive new line of

REED ROCKERS
/

AT

HAINES’

will convince you that it’s time to

iUfia: Mcuccb.
all persons interested in tnr estate here*
matter narael.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock. on the twelfth
day of October, a. d. IW8, being an ad*
journed session of the October a. d. 190® term
of *aid court.
following matter having been pre*

buy.

iUg.il Xaittts.

To all parson* interested in either of the eshereinafter uained.
jI Attates
a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Uancoix. on the fifth
dar of October, a. d. 1909.
j
following matter* having been presented for t be action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that norpHE
X atnied for the action thereupou herein- tice thereof be given to all person* interested
after indicated, it is hereby ordered that noby causing a copy of this order to be pubtice thereof be given to all persona interested,
lished three weeks successively in the Ellaby causing a copy of this order to be pub- worth American, a newspaper published at
lished three weeks successively in the EllsEllsworth, in said county, that thev may apworth American, a newspaper published at
peal at a probatecourt to be held at ElisEllsworth, in said county, that they may ap- worth, in said county, on the second day
pear at a probate court to be held at Ells- of November, a. d. 1909, at ten of the clock
worth. in said county, on the second daj of in the forenoon, and be beard thereon if they
November a. d. 1909,at ten of the clock in the ae# cause
John T. Finney, late of Southwest Harbor,
forenoon, and be beard thereon it they see
cause
in said countv, deceased. A certain instruClara A. Heath, late of Veroua, in said
ment purporting to be the last will and testament of said deceased, together with
county, deceased. A certain instrument purpetition
porting to be the laa* will and testament of for probate thereof, presented by Mary Kinsaid deceased, together with petition for pro- ney, the executrix therein named.
P.
bate thereof, presented by Oscar
CunningMary E. Gault, late of Lamoine, in ‘‘aid
ham, the executor therein named.
A certain Instrument purcounty, deceased.
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of said Court. porting to be the last will and testament of
said deceasod. together with petition lor proA true copy of the original order.
bate thereof, presented by Geo. W. Gault, the
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney. Register.
executor therein named.
Hartford 8. 8weet. late of Blaehill. in said
STATE OF MAINE.
county, deceased. A certain instrument purHancock as:—At a probate court held at porting to be the laat will aud testament of
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock, said deceased, together with petition for proon the fifth day of
October, in the year bate thereof, presented by Nellie H. bweet,
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and the executrix therein named.
nine.
Hannah E. Gray. late of Penobscot, in said
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be county, deceased. A certain instrument purthe last will and testament of
porting to be the laat will aud testament of
LYMAN D. WILLCCTT, late of COHAS82T. said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Ira J. Cousins, the
state of Massachasetts. deceased, and of the executor
therein named.
probate thereof In said state of MassachuHuldab A. Richardson, late of Franklin, in
setts, duly authenticated, having been pre- said
county, deceased. A certain instrument
sented to the Judge of probate for our said
purporting to be the last will and testament
county of Hancock for the purpose of being of said
for
allowed, filed and recorded in the probate probate deceased, together with petition
thereof, presented by Maud M. Bragcourt of our said county of Hancock.
the executrix therein named.
don,
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
Charles
late of Otis, in said county,
all persons interested therein, by publishing deceased. Otis,
A certain instrument purporting
a copy of this order three weeks succesto be the last will and testament of said desively in the Ellsworth American, a newspa- ceased, together with
petition for probate
per printed at Ellsworth, in said county thereof, presented
by Hollis C. Joy, the execuof Hancock.prior to the second day of Novem- tor therein
named.
ber, a. d. 1900, that they may appear at
Georgia I. Barton, late of West Springfield,
a probate coart. then to be held at Ellsworth
Hamden county, state of Massachusetts, dein and for said county of Hancock, at ten ceased.
Petition that Edwin W. Barton or
o’clock in the forenoon, and ^ow cause, if some
other suitable person be appointed adany they have, against the same.
ministrator of the estate of said deceased,
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate.
presented by Edwin W. Barton, husband of
A true copy of the original order.
said deceased.
Attest:—T. F. Mabomiy, Register.
Leslie C. joiner, late of Bucksport. in said
county, deceased. First account of Hannah
subscriber hereby gives notice that Jane Homer, administratrix, filed for settlement.
he has been duly appointed adminisEllen P. Peters, late of Bluehili. in said
trator of the estate of
deceased. Petition filed by Nora E.
LOTTIE M. HIGGINS, late of ELLSWORTH, county,
Peters, administratrix, for license to sell cerin the county of Hancock, deceased, and tain real estate of said deceased, as described
given bonds as the law directs. All persons in said petition.
Leslie C. Homer, late of Bucksport, in said
having demands against the estate of said
deceaaed are desired to present the same for countv, deceased. Petition filed by Hannah
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re- Jane Homer, administratrix of the estate of
said deceased, that the amount of collateral
quested to make payment immediately.
Edmond J. Walsh.
inheritance tax upon said estate be deterEllsworth. Oct. 6, 1969.
mined by the Judge of probate.
Edwin Morey, late of Boston, Massachusubscriber hereby gives bailee thst setts, deceased. Petition filed by Charles E.
he has been duly appointed adminMorey and Alonso P. Weeks, both of ssid Boston. praying that the appointment of said
istrator D. B. N. C. T. A. of the estate of
petitioners named as trustees in the last will
EVA B. HINCKLEY, late of EDEN.
and testament of said deceased, may be conIn the county of Hancock, deceased, and firmed by said court.
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
John E.*8tanley, late of Sonthwi Harbor,
having demands against the estate of said de- in said county, deceased. First ■■ final acceased are desired to present the same for count of Frank 8. Cram, administrator. riled
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re- for settlement.
quested to make payment immediately.
Moaea Hawkins, late of Sullivan, in said
H A BOLD HlKCKLBT.
eonnty, deceased. First and final account of
Bangor, Me., Oct. (, 1901.
Haary Hawkins, administrator, tiled for settlement.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of said Court.
he has been duly appointed
_adminis- ▲ true copy of the original order.
trator of the estate of
Attest:—T. F. MamOwxv, Register.
HABKELL LEACH, late of PENOBSCOT,
subscriber hereby gives notice that
In the county of Hancock, deceased, and
she has been duly appointed adminisgiven bonds as the law directs.
All per- tratrix of the estate of
•oas
having demands against the estate
MARIA F. WOOD, fete of BLUEHILL,
of said deceased are desired to present the
la the county of Hanoock. deceased, and
same for
settlement, and all indebted tkeieto riven
bonds as the law directa. All persons
are requested to make payment
immediately. having demands
against the estate of said
Enwia B. Lnscn.
deceased are desired to present the same for
Newport, Me., Oct.«, IMS.
aettlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Blaehill, Oct. «, 1M».
Abbt E. Wood.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
•I * CHAUFFEUR
B LB RIDGE GERRY COLBY, late of
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agents wanted
control a quick selling line of

spaniel, female,
to
"Brownie’*. Suitable reward given m'JssrndsssrsJ^s aluminum
DOG—Brown
LER blg *U.r,_
return to Mas. Aoirus

on

with all the latest creations in

,_

PIN—Last Friday evening in Hancock hall, a square*h«aded hat pin. with
seal of U. 8. Naval academy in bine and gold.
Will finder pleaae return to Tnn Amujuca*
office and receive reward?

%

Tuesday, October 19,

12 of the Public

j

House,

ELLSWORTH,

In conformity

Ober, Merritt T.Mount Desert
i it necessary and proper for the protection
Patten. Fremont B.
Orland
I and
preservation of the game of the Slate,
Tredwell, George O.
Hancock
Treworgy, Alcudal L.Surry hereby adopt the following needful Rules
The traverse jurors were not summoned and Regulations relating to the hunting
of moose in the towns of Mt. Desert, Treto appear before Thursday morning. The
inont, Southwest Harbor and Eden, in the
full
is

Bangor, will be at the

American

1’iihlie Notice.

with the provisions of
Laws of eighteen
Chapter
hundred and ninety-nine, and upon the
Harvey. Fred.Eden petition of flvejor more citizens of the State,
Joy, Herman.Sullivan and deeming it for the best interest of the
Judkins. Sauiuel \Y.* ..Stoningiou State, the Commissioners of Inland FishLibby, Frunk.Gouldsh >ro eries and Game,’.after due notice to all
Littlefield Joseph B.Penobscot
persons interested1, in the subject matter of
Msu»ou, Charles W.Ellsworth said
petition, and]jjublic hearing thereon
Norwood, Llewellyn.Trcmont
| in the locality to be affected, and deeming

bring

factory

THANKS.
our heartfelt thank*
neighbors who so
n* during the sickness and
kindly
death of onr beloved husband, non and broth*
er, and also the kind friends who decorated
the ehnrch so beautifully for the occasion.
Mas. Zobab L. Clabbb.
Mb. aid Mbs. A. O. Clabbb
aid Family.
West Franklin, Me.. Oct. 9,1909.

Presiding Justice—Arno W. King, Ells
worth.
Clerk—John F. Knowlton. Ellsworth.
County Attorney—Wiley C. Conaby, Bucks

Bert Spencer and wile are visiting^ Mrs.
parents, Arthur Moore and j
wife, lor a week.
Ed. Courtney and J. Curran are spendpanel as follows:
ing a few days with Mr. Curran's sister.
Mrs. C. Crossman.
Alien, Rodney L...Brooklin
W. E. Whiting, wile and daughter Babbidge, Charles H.Brooksville
L
Ruth, and Albert Stockbridge, wile and Bickford, E...Winter Harbor
Bragdon, Henry J.Eden
son Joseph, ol Ellsworth, spent Sunday
Hancock
Colby, Frank L....
here.
Cole, Edward C.Sedgwick
w
ho has Connor, Irving.Castine
W. F. Chute, ol East Holden,
been quite ill, was at the Lake Monday. Crockett, Gideon H...Stoning ton
He is loading cars ol cord wood to Bacon Crosby. William N.Aurora
Donald, H A.Franklin
& Robinson, of Bangor.
Doyle, Edward E.Ellsworth
a
wharf
on
H.
F.
Lord
is
building
Capt.
Drummey, Michael J.Ellsworth
his premises, thirty-five feet long and Fogg, Willard O.Eden
twelve feet wide, which will facilitate his Googins. Grafton S.Eaatorook
handling the fish cans when shipping fish Harriman, Everett W.^.Orland
Hutchins, William F.
Rnobscot
for the U. S. fish hatchery.

Spencer's

representative of

express
the friend* and
WE toassisted

THE COCHT.

ewi

—d

A

CI8E8 TO-DAY.

Leach, Burk, foreman. .Bucksport
Condon. Ralph H, clerk..Brook svillt
Alien. Daniel E.Bluehill
H an scorn b, Orin.Sedgwick
Hardison, L. O.
Franklin

GREKN LAKE.

xeacii the north pole.
It is almost inconceivable that a
of Dr. Cook’s character and
man
•tanning in the scientific world has
deliberately attempted Buch a stupen-

^

MR.

TUE8

—

municipal

Peary-Cook Controversy.

Elsewhere

BEGAN

—

!
! claimed by him.
The question of tile being raised by
the defense removed the action beyond the
court, and
jurisdiction of the
placed the costs upon the plaintiff.
and
the plaintiff
The costs were large,
decided to settle without further action.
A cemetery corporation has been formed,
1 and
arrangements will probably be made
! to adjust matters so that there w'ill be no
future complications.
L. F. Giles represented the plaintiff; F.
L. Mason the defendant.

country.
nf

TERM

DAY AFTERNOON.

Sheriff—Fob best O. Silsby. Ellsworth.
Crier—H. O. Smaludge, Winter Harbor.
Eugene D. Beann, Ellsworth;
Deputies
Clarence B. Madden, Bar Harbor; Feed a
Patten, East Sullivan; H. Q. Smallidqk
Winter Harbor; Noeeis L. Oeindlb, Penob
scot.
Stenographer—C. O. Barrows. Portland.
Messenger Edward Downey, Ellsworth

a

office with credit to himself and the

i

OCTOBER

family heirloom, having come
NOTICE.
bride's grandmother
the
WISH to answer Edward K. Bunker’s no*
She carried a
bouquet of white roses
tice. I never left his bed and board; we
I
were both working in Bar Harbor; he left me
entwined in a shower of valley lilies.
The October term of
the
supreme without any reason whatever as far as I know;
The bride was attended by her sister,
never asked me to go with him. or told me
court for Hancock county opened
judicial
where he was going. As to his bed. he didn't
Miss Franklin, as maid of honor, wbo
w ore a gow*n of
satin striped chiffon over yesterday afternoon, with Justice Arne have any, they were mine.
Mas. Annie E. Bcnbbb.
W. King, of Ellsworth presiding. Thi*
white satin, and carried a large bouuuet
R. F. D. Gouldsboro. Me., Sept. 17. 1909.
Three of the four is Judge King's first term in his home
of white asters.
bridesmaids were sisters of the bride
NOTICE.
county since his appointment to the
and the fourth was a cousin. They were
which fact was TT^HEREAS my wife. Dora Hopkins, havMiss Mary, Miss Lillian Jordan and supreme court bench,
v?
ing left my bed and board without
Miss Margaret Franklin and Miss Mildred responsible for the flowers and fern cause. I forbid all person* harboring or trust*
Brown. They wore white silk gowns, which decorated the desk at the
ing her on my account after this date.
opening
Jambs Sewell Hopkins.
with insets of lace.
of court yesterday.
MAsset. Maine. Oct. 6, 1909.
The groom was attended by Howard H.
Judge King assumed with ease and
Adams, and the ushers were Benjamin
NOTICE.
Franklin, a brother of the bride. Cbarles dignity the somewhat trying ordeal of
i* to forbid all persons harboring or
E. Beiiatty, Frank C.
Brown, Howard
as judge in a court tilled with
THIS
trusting
my wife. Persia A. Carter, on
presiding
Forsyth. Albert Baunders and Dr. Carl- brother
account as 1 shall pay no bill* contracted
lawyers with whom he has so my
B. Franklin
ton Thomas.
Young, of
Nelson J. Carter.
by her after this date.
Swan’s Island. Aug. 31. 1909.
Christ’s church, Cambridge, a close friend long been associated, and the members
of the bride’s family, played
wedding of the bar, on their part,
the
acknowledged
NOTICE.
music.
added dignity of the judicial robes with ^IIHE New
England Telephone and Tele.y pretty feature of the ceremony at the
JL graph Company respectfully petitions
church was the little dower girl, Editb proper consideration.
the
Board of Aldermen of the
Mayor
and
At the opening of the court Rev. P. A. of Ellsworth, Maine, for a location forCity
Jordan, who preceded the bridal party,
it's
accompanied by Robert Jordan, jr., as A. Killam, of the Ellsworth Baptist poles and wires thereon, and the necessary
Mr. and Mrs. Beckw ith will reside
pag^.
and strengthening fixtures and
supporting
church, offered prayer.
on Waban street, Roxbury.
wires, in the following named streets and
of said city.
After the
usual
proclamations, the highways
Said Company agrees to reserve space for
grand jury was empaneled, sworn and one cross
arm at the top of all the above
A Toddy Pond Trespass Case.
poles
for telephone, fire alarm and police signal
the court.
About all the residents of Toddy pond charged by
wires, owned by the city and used for munlctATTORNEYS PRESENT.
pal purposes. Said poles to be erected under
district, Surry, were in Ellsworth Satthe supervision of such officers as said city
The attorneys present at the opening of may designate.
urday, interested in a case called to be
Following are the streets and highways
tried in the Ellsworth municipal court.
court were as follows: John B. Redman.
above referred to:
The action was one of trespass, but in- B. T. Sowle, John A. Peters, Henry &1.
On School street from Main to State street.
Dated Sept. IS, 1906.
volved title to the burying-ground in the Hall, George B. Stuart, F. L. Mason, L.
Nkw Esoukd Teuphow and
West Surry district. For seventy-five ^r F. Giles, D. E. Hurley, John F. Knowlton,
Tilroeaph Company
By Francis A. Houston.
eighty years the cemetery has been in ex- H. L. prabtree, R. E. Mason, W. E. WhitGeneral Manager.
istence, the original owner of the farm in ing, E. J. Walsh, Ellsworth; O. P. CunCity
or Eluwokth, Maine,
to
the
)
which it w'as included dedicating it
or
O.
F.
In
Board
C.
Alobimen,
Fellows, Wiley
Conary,
district for that purpose, the only con- ningham,
October 4. 1909. )
B.
L.
ditions being that the residents fence off Raymond Fellows,
Bucksport;
Upon the foregoing petition, it is ordered
the ground and keep the fence in repair, Deafly, E. 8. Clark, Charles H. Wood, B. E. that notice thereof be
given by publishing a
in return for which burying lots were asof said petition and this order thereon
A.
H.
E.
B.
copy
Clark,
Lynam,
Mean, H. L. in the
Ellsworth American, a newspaper
signed to different families in the district.
M.
Conners, George E. printed in the city of Ellsworth. Maine, and
No deeds were passed, however, and no Graham, Harry
that a hearing thereof be given at the Mayor
formal record made of the gift of the Googins, Bar Harbor; Edward E. Chase,
and Aldermen’s room on the twenty-sixth day
for
the
cemetery
purposes.
Forrest B. Snow, Bluehill; George R. of October, at 7.90 o’clock p. m,
property
at which time
Mrs. Reuben Leach, the present owner
Seth W. Norwood, Southwest Har- and place residents and owners of property
of the farm which includes the burying Fuller,
upon the highways to be affected by the
ground, raised the claim that the original bor; E. P. Spofford, Deer Isle; Jerome H. granting of the permit applied for. and all
cemetery was still a part of the farm Knowles, Northeast Harbor; B. E. Tracy, I other persons interested, shall have full opto show
cause why such permit
covered by her title.
Winter Harbor; Sumner P. Mills, Ston- ! portuuity
should not be granted, the last publication of
For the purpose of bringing action, Mrs.
Charles J. Dunn, Orono; W. H. ; said notice to be at least fourteen (14) days
Leach gave a deed to Mrs. Elizabeth Trun- ington;
before said bearing.
I
A true copy of petition, and notice thereon.
dy of a lot included in the old ground and Mitchell, Newport.
Mrs. Trundy
Attest:—Thomas K. Ha lb.
claimed by Josiah Coulter.
THE JURORS.
City Clerk.
brought action for trespass against Melvin
CoulThe grand jury as organized is as
Saunders who was employed by Mr.
STATIC OFiMAlNE.
ter to bury his wife's body in the lot follows:

WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 18, 1909.

being

CARD OS THANKS.
and Mr*. W. H. Jellison and Mr. and
Mr*. G. F. Ingalls wish to express their
thank* to their friend* and neighbor* who *o
kindly aided and assisted In recovering the
bodie* of their boy*, Ernest Woodman and
Harry Gott, who were drowned Sept. 39 in
Patten’* pond by the capsizing of their boat.
W. H. J ELLISON.
Fannib Jnauson.
G. F. I no all*.
Louis* Gott Inoall*.

port.

down from

2,52!

In another column may be
WhiJe.
foend the financial report of the committee, which is extremely gratifying
■ad highly creditable.

bride.
The bridal decorations were on a lavish
scale, both at the home and the church.
A woman's orchestra of mandolins and
guitars enlivened the bridal reception.
Miss Franklin, who was given away by
her father, wore a princess gown of
duchess satin, trimmed with old duchess
lace,

edition of Th<

Amricui is 2,400 copies.

Average

The wedding of Miss Edith W. Franklin and Leslie W. Beckwith, of Boston,
took place iast Wednesday evening, Oct. 6.
The bride is a sister of Mrs. Charles E.
Beiiatty and has frequently visited in
Ellsworth. The groom is the son of Levi
C. Beckwith and wife, of this city.
The wedding took place at the Eliot
Congregational church, Roxbury, Mass., a
large number of relatives and friends attending. Rev. William Rhoades officiated.
A reception followed at the home of the

ftfebtrUatmattc.

Special Retires.

HANCOCK S. J. COURT

FRANKLIN-B ECK WITH.

_

_

THE

THE

BDCK8PORT,
In the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persona having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
MaaTHA Ann Colby.
Bucksport, Oct.«, IMP.

■

Men wanted to tralu (o'
positions a* drivers or repairmen. Salary <13 to
♦SO per week. Actual practice.
Complete
course 3 weeks. Oldest, Most Sellable School.
Write now lor best positions.

PORTLAND AUTO CO., PORTLAND, ME

COMING

gram furnished an interesting afternoon.
The foil program follows:

AGAIN

NORTH

FIELD DAYS OR FAIR
I^yda Young
***to*K.......JR Grant
NEXT YEAR.
Declamation.Martin Garland

08ANGE

Vocal

duet.Misses Young
TO MAKE IT AN AN- Recitation.Rufus H Webb
SgANOEBS VOTH
Farce—“Unwelcome
Parents”
NUAL KVBNT—NEGOTIATING
Pamela Orange, Hancock.
FOB WYMAN PARK.
fading..Arthur Jellison
Plano duet,
Held day meeting in EllsCarolyn Crabtree and Nellie Abbott
The grange
be »n annuel event. Thia waa Recitation.Lula Crabtree
orth will
Pantomime, “Rock of Ages,”
at the buelneee meeting laat
Lola Crabtree, assisted by chorus
and Incorporated in reaolnBaytide Orange.
Wednesday,
Recitation.Miss Florence Estey
were adopted by the unanitiona which
Xicolin Orange.
of
of the hundreoa
grangera
mous vote
Recitation....Mrs. Llzsie Maddocks
Vocal duet.
the meeUng voted that a
Mrs. H. H. Hooper and Mrs. Nettie Nevells
be appointed to have fuU
Lamoine Orange.
committee
next
for
and.
Son*.Miss
Lacordia Davis
year,
the
of
program
with the ownera Farce, “An Economical Boomerang”
instructed *° negotiate leaae or
for the
purchaae Bonk.Miss Davis
Wyman park
The committee, composed of Miss M. A.
for a place for carrying out
ol the same
Greely, Judge John B. Redman and
the program.
Successful negotiationa for the park Harry L. Crabtree, awarded the prise for
in the holding of best program to Pamola grange.
would doubtlese reault
The prize cups were then presented by
grange fair, which, with the
,u annual
behind Chairman Haines—the parade prize to
united granges of Hancock county
be an aaaured succesa from the Bayside grange and the program prize to
it would
of the kind in Pamola grange.
Start, and the biggeat thing
A short business meeting, at which the
cnstern .Maine.
was a aucceaa
resolutions printed above were adopted,
That the meeting thia year
stated closed the afternoon session.
could not lie more emphatically
The two days’ meet ended with a ball in
resolution adopted by
than in this simple
the evening under the auspices of last
showing that they want to
the grangers,
year’s carnival committee. The attenAnd Ellsworth wants them dance was large, the
come again.
proceeds amounting
will give its hearty aupport to fll. In order that there shall be no
to come, and
ball
misunderstanding regarding the
tor another year.
to their efforts
Wednesday night, the local committee
The members of the local committee in states that the entire arrangements were
and conducted by the carnival committee of
charge of this year’s arrangements,
and workers in the project, 11*08, and the proceeds went to that comthe originators
mittee.
on every side.
h»ve been congratulated
LKTTEK OF THANKS.
Here are their uames-paste them In your
when you are
Ellsworth, Me., Oct. 18,1909.
hut for future reference
To the Editor of The. American:
looking for hustlers: \V. A. Alexander,
in
behalf
of
the local committee, 'I wish to
chairman; Koy C. Haines, secretary; E. F.
extend, through the columns of your paper,
E.
Ci.
Abie
treasurer;
Moore,
jr„
Robinson,
sincere thanks to ull who have so kindly asL Friend and Hollis B. Estey.
sisted. endorsed and supported the grange
IS
ELLSWORTH.
held days at Ellsworth, Oct. 5 aud 6.
WEDNESDAY
We thank especially the merchants, Senator
Last Wednesday was a big day for the
aud Mrs. Eugene Hale, the visiting speakers,
in Ellsworth. This was the day
grangers
the local and Bangor newspapermen, and all
lor the parade and program contests, and those taking part in the various programs.
most grangers who could not spare two We are indeed grateful for the free use of
days from their homes chose the second. Hancock hall and the favors extended by the
The result was the biggest assemblage of masonic bodies. We also appreciate the efgranger* Hancock County has ever seen, forts of Leader Lynch and his band and the
and the gathering furnished an object members of Monaghan's orchestra. Thauks
are also extended to the judges, who served
lesson to the people of Ellsworth of the
with satisfaction.
strength and influence of this great orTo the many who have so generously exganization.
tended their congratulations and approval,
was
forenoon
devoted
to
Wednesday
we are indebted for those words of encourband concerts, sports and a business agement and cheer which repay us for our efwas
The
until
forts to successfully carry out our program.
postcned
meeting.
parade
after 12 o’clock to allow for late arrivals Again we extend our sincere thauks.
Very truly yours,
noon
trains.
on the
Roy C. Haines,
The feature of the sports was the fat
Secretary.
of
men's race, which Mansel

^Moreover,
Le

Young,

j

BCSIXEsH MEETING.

The business

called to
order at 10.30 by Chairman Haines, who
!
briefly outline the objects—the making

meeting

was

|

of the lu-Id

meeting here an annual event,
lad the*
-dbihty of securing Wyman
park fora fair. George E. Davis, of Nicolin
graag*:. E. E. McFarland, of Lamoiue
rrange, and others, spoke in favor of the
project.
On motion of Daniel Young, of MariaTillegrange, a rising vote of thanks was
given to the local committee and Ellsworth for this year’s entertainment.
F.A. Noyes, of East Sullivan; George
"• Mayo,
<f Eden, and Mrs. Clara F.
Johnson, of Hancock, were appointed a
committee on resolutions, and at thealternoon session
reported the follow*ing,
which were unanimously
adopted.

:

participating in the

same,

MARINE LIST.
Ellsworth Port.
Ar Oct 7, sch Ann C Stuart, Bar Harbor
Ar Oct 9, sch Catherine, New York, coal, F S
Lord
81d Oct 18, schs Henrietta A Whitney, Newark, staves and heads, Whitcomb, Haynes Sc
Co; Lulu W Eppes, Salem,lumber, Whitcomb,
Haynes & Co
Hancock County Porta.
West Sullivan—Ar Oct 8, sch Chas E Jef^
Ar Oct 10, sch Abbie O Cole
Sid Oct 10, sch Lizzie Lee. for New Bedford
Southwest Haibor—Ar Oct 5, schs Hattie H
Barbour from New York, coal for W H Ward;
John B Norris,Ar Oct 8, ga s Allen C
Iu port. Oct 5, sch Annie F Kimball, loading
cargo dry tish for Janies Parker & Sons
Iu port Oct 8, sch Empress

|

!

ji
I

Oct 3,
Bluebijl,
a

GRINDLE—At
Herbert W Grindle,

Louise.]

WINDSOR HOTEL
W. T. BRUBAKER, Manager.
Midway between Broad St. Station
and Reading Terminal on Filbert St.

EATON—PREBLE—At Lanioine, Oct 7, by
Rev O F Jenkins, Miss Helen M Eaton, of
Lamoine. to John W Preble, of Hancock.
MUMLER-vBLAI8DELL—At Orland, Oct 3,
; bv Rev Arthur O Lyon, Miss Jeanette C
!
Mumler to Loreuzo H Blaisdell, both of
Orland.
I
i PALMER—WESCOTT-At Bangor, Oct 8, by
Rev George A Martin, Miss Eliza May
Palmer to Horace Thomas Wescott. both of
Bluehill.
TURNER-SARGENT-At Winter
Harbor,
Oct 9. by A E Small, esq. Miss Martha
Turner to El wood Sargent, both of Winter

|

American, $2.50

dii:d.

G. A. Parcher Sells the Remedy for
Catarrh on that Liberal Basis.
Breathe Hyomei over the germridden membrane, and it will kill the
germs and cure catarrh.
There is no other way—you must get
where the germs are before you can
destroy them.
And when catarrh germs have disappeared, other things will happen;
there will be no more hawking, not
even in the morning; that offensive
breath will disappear; there will be no
more obnoxious mucous, or coughing,
or sneezing, or huskiness of vtAce, or
breathing. All these disdifficulty inaccessories
of the demon
agreeable
catarrh will disappear, and as they go
return and all
health
will
the glow of
the strength and energy that was formerly used in combating the inroads
of catarrh will bring back your vitality and ambition, will make a new,
healthy, happy being of you in a few
weeks.
G. A. Parcher will sell you a complete Hyomei outfit for $1.00. This
includes a fine inhaler, a bottle of

The local committee furnished the use of
Hancock hall, music by band and orchestra,
prizes for the various contests, printing and
lu
entertainment of prominent speakers.
addition to this, the committee gave free to
patrons hot tea aud coffee twice daily during
the meet.
This office Issued in all 439 letters, ninetyone
postals aud thirty-two papers. The
secretary visited eighteen different grauges,
speaking in behalf of the movement.
The
local committee
accomplished its
object when the patrons voted to make the
event permanent
by holdiug a grange fair
of three days’ duration.

From merchants of Ellsworth.$97 50
From special contributions. 57 00
From programs. 10 00
Total. if 195 50

$1100
00

Hancock Co. Pub. Co

8

The masters of the
Pomona granges shall be ex-oJJUcio memkrcof the committee.
same,

jo

75
12 50
545
12 00
60 00
197

not yet
prepared to announce the com^ttee in fuu4
for the good of the order” those who
were
Martin A. Garland,
"f°r&e W. Mayo, F. A. Noyes, John
Efaniel Young and J. R. Grant.

Total.
Total expense

$195 50

$182 14
E. F. Robinson. Jr.
Treasurer.

j

It relieves stomach misery, sour stomach, belching, and cures all stomach disease or money back.
Large box of tablets 50 cents. Druggists m all towns

AND
SHORTHAND
(

;

following

the

Bangc/r Daily

is

C.

The only moderate priced hotel of reputation and consequence In

PHILADELPHIA.

L_.

LA FRANCE FLEXIBLE WELT is the stylish end
I comfortable shoe that re1 quires no breaking in.

Grapes
Concords,

14 cents

Delawares, 17

cents

at LUCH INI’S
MONAGHAN’S DANCING SCHOOL

Society Hall,
WILL OPEN SOON
Watch For The Date

Private Lessons

Dancing, Day

or

Given

THE GEORGE H. GRANT CO.,

in

Evening.

offer for sale some desirable
Estate in

MONAGHAN

DEALER IX

THE GEORGE H. GRANT CO.,

INDIAN
MAlS'E

STREET, ELLSWORTH.

place

A flue farm at North Hancock, containing 160 acres—One and one-lutff story house
of 10 rooms, spring water piped to buildings, young orchard m bearing. Farm is
stocked-and fully equipped with modern tools, Implements and machinery.

your oriler for BULBS.

spring

sure

flowers.

of early

Several other

Ellsworth Greenhouse Inquire
Telephone

43

Full Lines of

Intimates

on

of Q.

<X?

MASON

:F\

The companies for whicli^I am agent are all “Old timers” ; they have been
I tried times without number, and have a record lor square dealings and prompt
; and liberal adjustment of losses.
I

SUPPLIES

M.

\V.

j

Real

nsurance

AND FIXTURES.
Wiring and Supplies Cheerfully Given.

ANDREW

Attractive Real Estate Values

PROPER INSURANCE AGAINST LOSS BY FIRE

ELECTRICAL =cano
ELECTRICAL

A BARGAIN

FARM FOR SALE OR RENT

Now is the Time
to

MAINE.

ELLSWORTH,

Motor-Cycles.
Plant this fall to be

MAY

jun^i

JUNE 1-2-3-4-5-8-10
12-15-16-19-22-23
24-25-26-28-30

in Beal

We do a general INSURANCE and REAL
ESTATE business and offer the best Companies, lowest rates, best terms, etc. Correspondence solicited. All business given us will receive the very best attention.

G. T. BOWDEN,

MAIN

bargains

ELLSWORTH, HANCOCK POINT, SORRENTO.

U-NO-HIM.

Investments

Estate

w.

o.

TAPIvBY
AXE.

ELLSWORTH,

MOOR.

Main St..

Ellsworth.

in Ellsworth, Surry, Lamoine, XIancock,
Sorrento, Bar Harbor, Northeast Harbor, SouthREAL
ESTATE west Harbor. Also other Properties on the Coast.
Timber Lands. Representative of the National Co-operative Realty Company.
Also Representative of the Equitable Life Assurance Society.
OlHee at Residence, Surry Road, Ellswortli, Maine.

CUTTflM
will I Url,

Sill

^Professional. Cartis.

•

gOPIIIA WALKER,
TEACHER OF

Properties

PIANOFORTE,
CAN'T SUPPLY OUR DEMAND

ELLSWORTH.

COURT ST.,

OUB CUSTOMERS WANT

J70RREST

B.

SNOW,

APPLES, VEALS,
FARM

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
IlLVEHILL,

...

and

PRODUCE.

41 North Market

H. SCOTT,
ALICE TATTY"
SPEC

YOUR

EGGS

HYDE, WHEELER CO.

MAINE.
can

The newspaper which has no uniform
rate for advertising space, and, is satisfied to take what it can get for it, is a
medium, and the adoheap advertising
verttser need expect nothing but cheap
results.—Lawrenc^burg (Ind.) Press.

tags, shipping certificates,
stencils, etc., furnished free.

STRICTLY

COMMISSION.

BUTTONS MADE TO ORDER.

ELLSWOKTH

Embroidered buttons of all kinds;
also machine-made, plain and hardrimmed, from one’s own cloth. Made
at the dressmaking rooms of

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
WASHIIi"

ALICE

M. HOOPER,

7 and B MANNING BLOCK.
Telephone: 67-13.

"HO

PAT,

of these

NO

All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

ELLSWORTH.

College

names and nature

DURING THE MONTH OF

St., Boston, Mass.,

get top market prices and will make
prompt returns.

Market reports,

MADE OF

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent of the Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of
Portland, Me., for furnishing Probate
and Surety Bonds.
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drug
Store). Ellsworth, Me.

News will show the

DURING THE MONTH OF

WE8T

H. B. ESTEY A CO.,
BRIDGE, ELLSWORTH, ME.

END

TELEPHONE

830
BANGOR

positions.

DURING THE MONTH OF

DURING THE MONTH OF

JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

The Bangor Daily News in its columns
had instances of students of the Shaw
Business College and Shorthand School
taking positions on the following dates:

The Bangor Daily News in its columns
had instances of students of the Shaw
Business College and Shorthand School
taking positions on the following dates:

The Bangor Daily News in its columns
had instances or students of the Shaw
Business College and Shorthand School
taking positions on the following dates:

JULY 1-2-3-7-8-9-12
13-14-15-16*17-20
21-22-23-26-28-29

AUG. 2-4-5-6-7-11-13

SEPT. 4-6-7-9 -11-13

14-17-18-19-20-21

14 -15 -16-17- IS 20
21-22 -23 *24 -25*27

30-31

23-24-25-26-27-28
30-31

The above shows the merits of a SHAW training and tne result
of the efforts of this school’s Position Department. During each of the above months the school was not able to fill one half of its
PHOCHAM CONTEST.
for office help, and again and again it was forced to take students out of school before finishing their courses to help
1>ro?r*ra oonteil took plaoe in the applications
•It.**r“°°ni
Write to-day for free catalog.
aDd Hancock hall was packed supply the demand.
^
ti0n, “““y bein* tumble to gain
•Ten

co®pleted.

Dated at Bangor, Oct. 1,1909.

ME.

ELLSWORTH,

—

The combined pro-

MORANG,

not a

The Bangor Daily News in its columns
The Bangor Daily News in its columns
had instances ol students of the Shaw
j had instances of students of the Shaw
Business College and Shorthand School
Business College and Shorthand School
mola
talcing positions on the following dates:
grange had the Urgeet number taking positions on the following dates:
“line with
Bayaide second and Maris'third, but in percentage of members
“'“the only batia on which the
could be made that would be fair to
•Duller
61
w a baa
—UBjraiuv iou,
granges—Bayaide
led, with
ej-_
“ot’ of »t» members in
line, and was
ded the silver
cap, which will make a
*°me ornament for its new hall when
A training secured In this school fits for the business world.

•taoding room.

new

seejtowjheyji^

short, limited record, it shows results day after day,
week in and week out, month in and month out, and a reference to the files of

The

DURING THI MONTH OF

MAY 1-3-4-5-6-7-8-10
12-14-15-17-18-19-20
21-22-25-26-28-29

day

The Shaw Business

BUSINESS

j

use.

Cures Indigestion

45 00
336

THE PARADE.

The parade took
place shortly before 1
® clock.
There were some 600 grangers in
ne’ beaded by members of the local comouttee and Lynch’s band.
The granges
in line were:

for

MI-O-NA

386
3 45

debt.
Balance in hands of treasurer

Responded

Sold by
Extra
bottles 50 cents. And bear in mind,
money back if Hyomei doesn’t cure.

6 50
10 00

was granted the right
Stenography.
0
withholding the appointment of the Hancock Co. Pub. Co.
committee for careful consideration. He C. L. Morang.
C. L. Morang on 1908 carnival

High-o-me),

(pronounced

leading drugglstB everywhere.

400
865

Helper.

a

Hyomei

and instructions

1 50
1 50

Oliver Better.
Decorations.

Chairman Haines

01

4

Parade cup.
Milage ana tickets...
Orchestra.
Band.
A. H. Joy.
F. H. Gould.
American House.

per

show you the

Please give us a chance to convince you that we are right
Don't try to appreciate them through the window. Come in and

up.

and up.

C. E.

j

Postage.
Minor sports.

day and

That is

care.

La rranee 1
why
models for the Fall of l$09.
Some shoes have certain good qualities, and some
have other good qualities, but La France has them
all We have the style you want and die service
you require for complete satisfaction. There is no
doubt whatever that La France Shoe is the
9R\ shoe for you.

Ellsworth

per

gr&test

we want to

j

Receipts.

carrying
as may be
arranged by said committee,
*®d that said
committee have full charge of
program for next year, with a right to fix

ua

Main Street,

to Mr and Mrs

! COLBY—At Mt Desert Ferry, Oct 9, Edward H
Colby, aged 76 years, 29 days,
j GERRISH—At Winter Harbor, Oct 11, infant
child of Mr and Mrs Woodbury M Gerrish.
GOODALE—At Bucksport, Oct 12. Fanuie R,
secretary's report.
wife of Edgar Goodale, aged 72 years.
Ellsworth, Oct. 12, 1909.
HEATH—At Verona, Oct 7, Mrs Clara A Heath,
IF. A. Alexander, Chairman:
aged 53 years.
As secretary of the local committee on JORDAN—At Bangor, Oct 11, Lewis E Jordan,
of Ellsworth, aged 28 years.
grange held days at Ellsworth. Oct. 5 and 6. I
have the honor to submit the following re- MORAN—At Bar Harbor, Oct 8, Thomas F
Moran, aged 59 years, 17 days.
port, and also the financial statement of E. F.
SOUTHARD—At Bar Harbor, Oct 6, Mrs HenRobinson, jr.. as treasurer.
rietta S Southard, aged 59 years, 1 month,
The movement originated August 18. when
STANLEY—At Cape Elizabeth, Portland, Oct
W. A. Alexander, as chairman, Roy C. Haines,
7, William F Stanley, of Tremout, aged 55
secretary, E. F. Robinson, jr., treasurer, E. G.
Moore, A. L. Friend aud H. B. Estey were TRASK—At Bass Harbor, Oct 10, Lorenzo S
Trask, of Gott’s island, aged about 60 years.
made the local committee.
Two days later an invitation was sent
J'Cim'tisnnnus.
out to every grange in Hancock county
inviting them to be present and participate
in the events of the program. This invitation
out of
the
was accepted by twenty-seven

Expenses.
Program cup.

!

MAIiRlKD.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT.

Bttohod, That this meeting appoint a com®ittee of aiue to
negotiate with owners of
yman park for a lease or
purchasee of the
“at for a place for
out such pro-

HE smartly-dressed woman
I selects her shoes with the

ELDRIDGE,

European, $1

^pjpF W9m&tit$3i

daughter. [Marguerite

MOORE—At New York, Oct 4, to Mr and Mrs
Hoyt A Moore, a son.
REED—At Bluehill, Oct 3, to Mr and Mrs
Charles H Reed, a son.
STOVBR-At Bluehill, Oct 10, to Mr aud Mrs
Harvey S Stover, a son.

I

Very truly yours,
Roy C. Haines, Secretary.

therefore

represented
»nbow, North Brooksville; Verona,
Bocks P°rt t E»st
Bluehill; Lamoine; PamHancock; Bay View, Salisbury Cove;
greenwood, Eastbrook; Good Will,
J^herst; Cushman, Gouldsboro; John
!/nty’ WuUivan; NicoUn, North Ellswth; Harvest Home, West Ellsworth;
°°dic, Winter Harbor; Mariaville; ArSurry; Bayaide, Ellsworth; MoanWeatEden.

J. P.

V

range or a fur-

--

NORN

1

‘'Clarion”, it ii
sure fo meet every requirement
Made by the Wood Bishop- C*,
Bangor. Sold by

MONEY BACK.

fo*olr«t. That we make an annual field
dly» permanent occasion In the future, and
ioMmneh ah the city of Ellsworth is centrally
for the Patrons in the county, and
•wily accessible, that the field day in the fu*°rt be held in the
city of Ellsworth; and be
* farther

toe date f,jr the

a
a

thirty-twV organizations.

In view of the success of this field
day and
of that held in this
city last year, and of the
fraternal benefits growing out of such meets
tad the quickening interests to the several
fran#e<t

Whether it’s

_

lamoine, raptured with ease, with Charles
Smith, of Trenton, second, and B. T.
Sovle,of Ellsworth, third. Bert Coleman,
won the 100-yard dash in 10 4-5 seconds.
A. L. Friend and Martin A. Garland were
in charge of the sports.

Mr-Sar

nace—If it is

to Bar Harbor.
Wallace McQown and wife who have
been employed at Bar Harbor for the summer, have returned horn*
Mrs. Alvin Maddoclcs and Mrs. Ruby
Minott spent Sunday with Mrs. Maddocks’ mother at South Brooksville.
Benjamin Maddocks is visiting his son
George in Brockton, Mass. He was
accompanied as far as Belfast by bis wife,
who is visiting relatives there.

1

I

CLARION.

for the winter.

Daisy Tower, who has spent the past
with Helen King, has returned

atmrrttsmcnts.

THE——

Benjamin Mitchell has gone to Providence, R. I. From there he will go Sooth

two weeks

Jpideii

suramianunt*.

ELLSWORTH

Helen Nealley, of Ellsworth, spent Sunday with Hasel MoOown.
Mrs. Hattie Damon and Mrs. Roby
Minott, of Lynn, Mass., are visiting relatives here.

Mariaville Orange.
Vocal duet.Misses Lore and

The Shaw Business

28*28

(two Inotancoa)

Think
this

College, Bangor, Maine.

over

*

COUNTY NEWS.

American hat eubteriber* at 207 Cleaves and wife, L. P. Cole and wife and
Of M« 227 po*t-ofrce* in Hancock county. Capt. George W. Allen and wife were the
Alt t*« other paper* in the County com- guests from here.

htmod do not reach to many. The Amirittajr tj mot (It onty paper printed in
Kaneaek county, and ha* newer claimed to
H hut it i* the omiy paper that earn property he called a County paper; all the
At arm merely local paper*. The eireulal i Tie Amreican, barring the Bar
Record’* summer lilt, i« larger
> Mat #/ ail the other
paper* printed
tB Hancock county.

Oct. 11.

B. Holt and family spent
several days here last week.
Mrs. L. J. Bragdon visited relatives
here last week before returning to Houl-

Cspt. A.

Mrs. Bryon Hancock, of Birch Harbor,
spent several days last week with her
aunt, Mrs. E. F. Young.
Mrs. Jane Grindle has sold her place
Mr. Phillips, of Ellsworth Falls. She
is to live with her brother at East La-

Mrs.

James

John Coombs has

Capt.

were

and

filled at

an

8. Scammon
business.

Clarence
ter

are

was

in

Stratton, wife and little daughH. Williams’.
is
in

being made
the ground.

of

potatoes

loaded a car with staves
Kastbrook crossing Saturday.
Mr. Cummings and wife, of Sullivan,
are visiting at Caleb Bradbury’s.
S. S. Scammon

at

j
j

Mrs.

early

Bragdon raised 226 bushels of
potatoes from less than eleven bushels

Frank
nice

boar. Cards and music furnished enter- planting.
j Fred McKenzie and wife arrived from
tainment.
Ice-cream and cake were
••served. J. S. Ray with his violin, and Seal Harbor Friday. Saturday he sold his
ka. Xrring Whitaker, contributed their ! team to a Machias man.
talent and gave great pleasure. Much
High school began Monday in the new
regrea «r/w expressed that J. Franklin An- ! building, with forty-five pupils—thirtythony and wife, of Ashville, were aot able eight girls and seven boys.
to be present.
Elmer Williams, of Bar Harbor, was in
Oct. A
C.
town yesterday and attended the funeral

j

of his

NF. P. Hewing went to Boston, Friday
V) spend a few days with his family.

abort

ents

Marcia Springer, who has been at
Harbor during the summer, has re- ,
turned home accompanied by Miss Blanche !
Miss

Seal

Mrs. Sarah Bunker, of Franklin, visited
!*er sister, Mrs. J. S. Coombs, last week.

Mercer,

Larrahee.

few

Bar

child.

days at

friends of Miss Leha Cole are
pleased to know of the marked improvemeat ik her health.
The

Mrs. K.

Over and daughter, Mrs.
Harrey Newman, have returned from a
visit to Bois bn bert island.
A.

Mrs. Charles Blance returned Sunday
from Ashville, where she has been visiting
fcer sister, Mrs. Lydia Smith.
Bedford E. Tracy and wife, of Winter
Harbor, opened their hospitable home to
party of friends from here Friday eveniag. A delicious banquet at 6 o’clock
was fallowed by an
evening in which
music and cards furnished entertainment.
C.C. Hutchings and wife,Dr. C. C. Larrabee
and wife, W. F. Bruce and wife, E. W.
Mr. F. G. Frrtx, ©neonta, N. Y., write*: “My
little firl was greatly benefitted by takinf
®»4ey’« Orino Laxative, and I think it is the
beat remedy for constipation and liver trou
bis.” Foley's Orino Laxative is mild, pleas*
aot aad effective, and cures habitual consti^tttioa. CL A Parch e*.

fflrtuca!.

visiting her.
child ot Harry

who is

The little
Wentworth
and wife, who seemed to be recovering,
has had a relapse, and is again quite ill.
Mrs. Wentworth’s mother, Mrs. J. C.
Springer, is with her, helping care for the

Mrs- George Bunker, of Franklin, was a
recent guest of her daughter, Mrs. C. C.
went to

Ch’e’ee.

EAST FRANKLIN.

visit the last of the week.

Irving Whitaker and wife
Harbor Saturday to spend a
X,. R. Peasy’s.

cousin, G. C. Williams.

Oct. 12.

JffJAarr Grindle, of Blnehill, has been
'■peadjng the week at Alfred Tracy’s.
Percy Moore, of Bluehill, made his par-

1

H

!

Amos

Webster,

1.

j

J iiarriman, Fred C Bridges, commil-

Vegtlabltt.
Squash—Hubbard, Coleman Gray. 1; L
2:
A Wood,
Sibley, V G Rich, 1. Marrow
Prolific. George Pickering, 1. Summer,
Hiram

Harriman, 1.
Pumpkin*-Marty, M C Devereux. 1.
Mammoth Master, A H Soper, 1; Edgar H
Gray, 2. Pie, l) G Rich, 1; L A Wood, 2.
Potatoes—Gold Coin. Rov Bowden, 1;
Mrs. Eugene liedmaud and Mrs. Han- Ad Uarriman, 2. Green Mountain. M C
Devereux,
1; Frank Beale. 2: A 1 Uroas,
over, of New Haven, Conn., are visiting 3.
Drought Proof, Andrew Harriman, 1.
friends here.
Mills’ A*tonisher*. Ad Harriman, 1.
Beets—Egyptian, A l Grots, 1; A E
Capt. William Yeague is at Costine ] Gray,
2.
with the yacht Wlnawa, having the enTurnips—Purple Top, L aud A Robbins, 1.
gine repaired.
Cabbage—L and A Robbins. 1.
Jesse Potbury and wife have returned
Field corn—Andre*- Harriman, 1; Alvin
to Washington D. G., after spending the Grindle, 2; Harry Bowden, 3.
Harris corn—L and A Robbins, 1.
summer at V. B. Black’s.
Peas—Blue Imperial, Pearl R Gray, 1.
Thurston Blake, who hag had charge of Telephone, Pearl K Gray, 1. Thomas
lilythe farm on Hoi brook's island, will leave ton, A 1 Gross, 1.
King William, A 1
1.
Gross,
in a tew days, having accepted a position
Beaus—Yellow Eye, Amos F Webster, 1;
as night watchman in Barre, Vt.
A 1 Gross, 2.
Oct. 9.
G.
Guinea pig, Donald Eldridge, 1.
Pair bantams, El wood Ginn, 1.
White silkies, *J Fred Keyes, 1.
SEAL COVE.
Bantam chicken*, Leon Ginn, 1.
Miss Marian Sawyer, of Southwest
H J Harriman, Fred Bridges, commitHarbor, is with her grandmother, Mrs. C. tee.
D. Sawyer.
Quilt—Patchwork quilt containing t^24
pieces was made by Mrs Thomas Bridge*,
The rite of baptism was administered to eighty years old. One crazy
quilt made
two candidates Sunday, Oct. 3, at Seal by Gladys
Devereux, eight years old.
Patchwork
Cove. Rev. E. A. Trites, pastor of Manset Crazy quilt, Carrie Leach, 1.
Mrs Orrin Ginn, 1.
Velvet quilt,
and Tremont Baptist churches, officiated. quilt,
Mrs D R Conner, 1.
Basket quilt, Mrs
The candidates were Miss Dolliver, of George Silliker, 1.
Rugs—Velvet, braided, Mrs Eliza ParManset, and Roland Carter, of Mt. Desert.
ker, 1. Burlap, Mrs Eliza Parker, 1. Mrs
Oct. 4.
N.
BMW r lIgkty-aldC years old and her
Mrs. Imogene Jordan, of Halloweli, is work was very nicely done. Worsted rug,
Minnie Mooney, 1.
visiting relatives here.
Leggin*, Mrs Sarah Leach. 1.
Mrs. Deda Cray, of Center, assisted at
Stockings, Mrs Eliza Ackley, 1; Mrs
Liunie
Keyes, 2.
the poet office last week, making up the
Candy birthday cake. Miss Dorothy
quarterly records.
Eldridge, 1. Cake, Mrs H A Sbedd, 1;
< )ui<ia Sorter, 2.
Yeast bread, C A ValenMr. Treadwell, of Marlboro, foreman on
Mrs H A Shedd, 2.
the Morrison bungalow at Robbins {joint, tine, 1;
Butter, Mae Harriman, 1.
has been called to Ellsworth to serve as
Grape jelly, Mrs Jennie Eldridge, 1;
Clara A Soper, 2.
Crab jelly, Mrs L A
juryman.
Wood, 1. Cherry preserves, Mrs Amos
Mrs. Hannah Heath and niece. Miss Johnson, 1.
Apple jelly, Mrs H A Shedd,
Gladys Ober, have returned to Bangor for 1; Mrs Jennie Eldridge, 2. Plum preMrs
Thompson, 1. Pears preserved,
the winter. Mrs. Heath's brother, V. J. serves,
Mrs Jennie Eldridge, 1.
Sweet apple
Five, of Bangor, cauie to accompany them preserves, Mae Harriman
Mrs Carrie

Howard, of Dark Heritor, spent
Sunday with his daughter, Mrs. William
Couuce.

Bangor Saturday

Chief,

man.

E. W. Hutchins closed his cottage and
returned to Boston Thursday.

at Macom-

attend-

Minnesota No. 13 Dent corn stalks,
nearly ten feet in height, Andrew Harri-

to

in

aucoeaa.

large.

Indian

new

Orland with friends.

at R.

Complaint
rotting badly

W. F. Bruce and wife entertained a few
friend & at dinner Saturday, followed by
for

position

into his

Orlando

S.
on

decorations of cut flowers arid
The ceremony was followed fey a dinner. L. B. Deasy and wife,
of Bar Harbor, were present. The bride,
who has a pleasing personality, is receiving
hearty welcome from the captain’s
•■friends.

evening party
Deasy. The parlors

a

move

Monday.
Everett Grey and wife have returned
Manchester, Mass.
Percy Clifford and wife spent Sunday
house

ber’s mill.

leaves.

«ua

CAPE ROSIER.

Pearl Stratton, of Hancock, is at Ralph
Bow ley’s.

W7itfe its
aDtorsE

_

Manford Gray will

grange,
altar a

There waa a good exhibition of produce and fancy work. The baby abow
waa aa tiaoal a big feature.
The following babies were entered:
Rodney Chesley Billings, Marshall Klym
Marks, John Ames, Faster Kimball Robbins, Milford Leach, Roderick Percy, Harvard Leroy Bennett, Zilia Stubbs, Herbert
Cleavaland Kimball, Ethel May Varnnm,
Marguerite Elaine M urges#, Jennie 80pbronia York, Amy WKharle Leach, Marguerite Laura Deveieux, John Alton Brindie, Linden Orindla, Lawrence Mason
Bray. Tbs prise was given John Alton
Orindle as the heaviest
baby; Amy
Witberie Leach, handsomest baby.
Following is the list of premiums
awarded:
Edward P Hutchins, cow, 1: Morrill
Dunn, 2. A Marks, oven. 1; Bob Soper, 2.
Bob Soper, steers, 1; H Soper, yearling, 1:
•S Hoi way, 2.
Ivory Carry, bull, 1. William Pickering, yoke,
1; Tom StockC H Wood, one-year-old
bridge, 2.
1.
A
E
bull
beifer,
Snow,
calf, 1. A E
Snow, heifer, 1. Charles Stubbs, bull, 1.
Sewail Ginn, stallion, 1.

E. W. Burrill and wife attended the
teacners’ convention in Ellsworth Oct. 1;
also the opening day of the grange meet
in Ellsworth Oct. 6 and 6, spending the intervening time in Biuehill.
Oct. 9.
B.

Mrs. John M. Williams entertained Sun- Chicago.
day to celebrate the birthday of her
Wednesday of last week Mrs. E. F.
daughter, Mrs. Ira Workman. The decor- Young and son Lester, accompanied by
ations of autumn leaves, with the flowers Mns. Laura Hancock and
daughter Flossie,
bnd birthday cake, were very attractive.
made a short visit at the Baptist convenCharles Hutchings and wife entertained tion in Brewer. They also visited Bangor.
Oct. 11.
«a evening party Thursday for their sisY.
tar, Mrs. S. L. Kingsley, of Bar Harbor.
WEST FRANKLIN.
Dainty refreshments were served. A protasis* of nasturtiums, picked from their
S. S. Clark has built a new* motor boat.

Capt- Deasy 'was married Wednesday
evening. Oct. 29, to Mrs. Elisabeth Aimee,
of Lancaster, N. H., in the presence of the
family and a few intimate friends. The
Deagy residence was made very attractive

ance

W. R. Burrill, formerly of this town,
in business in Ottawa, has been
visiting his mother, Mrs. Areata Barrill,
and other relatives here.

Hickey and son Preston,
spent the past three months
here, recently returned to Boston for a
short stay, after which they will go to

vines, made handsome decorations.
The evening passed all too quickly.

Mrs. Arie Barrill and daughter Bertha,
of Brewer, are gneate of S. P. Webber
and wife.

now

who have

•own

at

gor.

Miss l lah Marshall, who has spent the
her sister, Mrs.
summer with
I. N.
Salisbury, jr., will go to Ellsworth next
week to be employed.

Miss Liz2ie Cole, who has been with her
cousin, Mrs. Welch Moore, a few weeks
bus returned to Portland.

Tb« annual lair of Narramiaaic
Orland, bald laat Wadnaaday
week's postponement, waa a big
The weather waa perfect and the

Mr*. J. C. Little, of Ameebary. Maas.,
been visiting her brother, D. 8. Burrill.

Miss Ethel Rowe, Miss Marcia BurriU,
Miss Bernice and Clyde McLaughlin attended the Maine music festival in Ban-

moine.

Missed Vivian and Amanda Young,
ml Corea, kave been guests of Mrs. J. S.
Coombs a few days.

Bl( AttevUict In Spite of Postpone-

G. P. Goodwin and wife are both in failing health. Their son, G. D. Goodwin, of
Brewer, is spending a few days with them.

to

COUNTY NEWS.

ORLAXD FAIR

othor pages

George Homes toad and wife, of Portland, and Will Leighton, of Ellsworth,
are visiting W. W. Black and wile.

ton.

Gay Cole aid F. C. Bickford left Wedmnsday for Berwick.

*M

hoe

Mrs. Lizzie Saunders is visiting friends

daughter,

County Vm,
DEDHAM.

here.

PROSPECT HARBOR.
a

C.
NORTH LAMOINE.

COUNTY NEWS.
Mlmet Farreii aid wife kave
lor* last week.

tar additional

j

_

The eastern ministerial association of
j
the Bucksport district has just closed a
helpful convention at East Franklin.
Among the ministers present and taking
pari in the exercises were District Super1;
intendent H. B. Haskell, and Revs. C. 8.
Citron preserves, Clara A
Jordan, 2.
Whidden, J. R. Hewett, W. R. Patterson, ! Oct. 11.
Soper, 1. Canned tomatoes, C A Valentine,
N.
1.
Pickles, Clara Soper, 1.
J. N. Palmer, R. W. Brown, C. A. Purdy,
Sofa Pillows— Needle work. Mis* Clara
WEST EDEN.
Ezra
Andrews
and
C. E. Bromley, \
Freeman, aged eighty-three years, 1. Cropastor of the entertaining church. Among
Lynwood Brailey moved bis family to chet sofa pillow, Hattie L Partridge, 1.
Inez Perkins, solid embroidery, 1. Mrs
the features of especial interest were the tbe Narrows Saturday.
Albert Eldridge. silk damask, 1.
review of the late Chaplain McCabe’s
The West Eden Sunday' school is preCrocheting—Sirs Ed Grindle, baby
lecture, “The Bright Side of Life at Libby
Mrs Fred B Clair, worsted
sacques, 1.
paring to give a harvest concert soon.
and silk, 1.
Mr* Gertrude Hutchings,
Prison,” given by Rev. J. R Hewitt; the ; D.
G. Hall and wife have gone to Brewer table mats, 1. Mrs C A Valentine,
sermons delivered by Rev. W. R. Patterbaby
Mrs Lilia Hubbard, chemise yoke,
to attend the Maine State Baptist convent- cap, 1.
son and Rev. J. N. Palmer, and the
lively ion.
1. Mrs H J Harriman, commode set. 1.
discussions.
Mrs A G Webster, Irish crochet, collar
Mrs. Erie Young and little son Ralph, and ties %nd bows, 1. Miss Olive HutchOct. 11.
R
of North Sedgwick, are the guests of Mrs. ins, mat, 1. Wool shawl, Mrs Laura
MARLBORO.
Young's sister, Mrs. Ida Mayo.
Solid
Miss Gertude
Embroidery
The pulpit Sunday
Oscar Ford has gone to Caribou to
afternoon
waa
Churchill, table set, 1. Mrs Carrie Crosby,
coat, 1. Mrs Lilia
Hubbard,
work.
supplied by Mrs. Bousetleld, a missionary child’s
corset cover, 1. Mrs Elizabeth RockeMrs. John Wright went to Massachu- from China. Her atories of Chinese life feller, centerpiece, solid embroidery and
were exceedingly interesting.
Rattenbur£ lace, 1. Miss Mina Hodgdon,
setts last week to join her husband.
colored centerpiece, 1. Miss Mina HodgMrs. 0.0. Hayward and son Carol and
who
has
been
workGeorge Treadwell,
don, solid embroidery and coronation
Jesse Hayward, wife and little son recent- braid, 1.
ing in Tremont a few weeks, came home
a few days with
Mrs.
Knitting—Mrs Bertha Wilson, North
ly
spent
Hayward’s
He
has
been drawn to serve on
Saturday.
Penobscot, mittens, 1. Mrs Clara Warren
daughter, Mrs. Maggie Richardson.
the grand jury.
Soper,
bootees, 1. Mrs Hallie Soper,
Oct 4.
M.
wool shawl, 1.
Amos Thompson and son Walter, of
Miscellaneous
Miss
Hallie
Mats,
Waltham, Mass., and Frank Hodgkins,
ATLANTIC.
Hutchins, 1. Miss Ethel. Grindle, handof Bangor, are spending a few days at Nakerchief
1.
MrsF
H
case,
Webster,
Mrs. Lydia Torrey is again quite ilL
melon seed hand bag, 1; hammered brass
hum Hodgkins’.
L. Maynard Joyce has moved his lamily lampshade, 1; unhammered brass candleMrs. Percy Bragdon, who has spent a
stick, 1; souvenir pipe, 1. Miss Louise
to Salem, Mass.
few weeks
here
Heath, pin cushion, 1. Mrs W J Lunt,
with her husband's
has returned from handkerchief apron, 1. Mrs Valeria
Joyce
Capt.
Emery
Gray,
mother, Mrs. Warren Grover, has resofa pillow top, 1.
Deer Isle with a load of apples.
turned to her home in Pawtucket, R. I.
Drawn work—Mrs Laura
Devereux,
A. C. Smith, who has been quite ill of
Mrs. William Frazier and little son
Castine, sideboard scarf, 1. Mrs Josephbilious fever, is slightly improved.
ine Lamson, centerpiece, 1.
Newell, who have spent the summer here
Mrs. J. O. Rutter, who has been visiting
with her parents, 8. J. Hodgkins and
Miss Cora Keyes, hand-painted china, 1.
wife, left last Thursday for Tacoma, her mother at Fall River, Mass., is home.
Wash., where she will Join her husband.
WEST 8TONINGTON.
Capt. Willard has finished a new cotOct. 11.
Abe.
tage, which he will rent to summer visitMiss Gladys Sweetser is home from
ors.
Brooklin, where she has been employed.
HANCOCK POINT.
The Rodman party closed their cottage
Mrs. Bessie Horton, is caring for Mrs.
Mrs. Hattie Martin is visiting her Bister, Tuesday and returned to their home in
Villa Harrington, who has been quite ill.
Mrs. Alton Farritt, in Bar Harbor.
Astoria, N. Y.
Miss Nettie Weed, of Deer Isle, is with
Mrs. Hale and daughter Katherine have
Mrs. Martha Stockbridge, who has spent her
sister, Mrs. Harold Stinson, tor a few
moved to Ellsworth for the winter.
the summer in Rowley, Mass., returned

to Hundreds of

Ellsworth

Citizens.
burden in every home,
'The burden of a “bad back.”
A familiar

A lame,

a

weak

or an

aching back

Telia you of kidney ilia.
Deaa'a Kidney Pills will

cure you.
Here is Ellsworth testimony to prove it:
3Ara. John L. Smith, Ellsworth Falls,

Hllswocth, He.,

says: “I cannot say too
Mach la favor of Doan’s Kidney Fills, as

been of the greatest benefit to
X had trouble from my kidneys for a
wag hi me, evidenced by a doll, heavy
aaehe in the small of my back. I also had

ttej

have

■a

"Mazy aye 11a and feelings of distress in my
laal, sera a pa Died by an irregularity in
tka passages of the kidney secretions. 1

fcaly

mad about Doan’s Kidney Pills,

aal precared a box at Whitcomb, Haynes
dlEV’a drug atom. They freed me of the

‘hankach* right away and regulated the
Vnaaagea of the kidney secretions. I have
Vfcaa the remedy three or four times since
rntmen l have noticed that

my kidneys
net acting properly, and I have never
•Ad-tc get relief. Doan’s Kidney Pills

Miss Mabel Allen, who is employed in
Boston, will visit her mother, Mrs. McFarland, this week.
Mrs. Bessie Tuffts has returned home
Grand Lake Stream, where she spent
few days at Mrs. Maxwell’s cottage.

from
a

E. H. Colby died Saturday
morning.
He had been in poor health for some
time,
but the end came very suddenly. Mr.
was
a
man
much liked and
Colby
respected by all. He leavee a widow.
Oct. 11.
E.
_

OAK POINT.
Fred March is quite ill.
Emerson Ladd and wife
Seal Harbor.

home

days.

Wednesday.

Oct. 9.

S.
HULL’S COVE.

There

waa a

dance

Friday evening.
Walter Msddocka,

in the engine house

ama other.

Oct. 11.

East Holden, is at
few weeks.
of

m.

rtktr pmgm

LAMOING.

deo’i pitot. Tbt (amity moved
Dr.JtB.noo Xing, of
Bo*on, i,
bur hit ptrenu, W. E. King »nd wi(t
Oct. 11.

U'

-B.

Min Clan Hodgkin, left Saturday Ur
Beverly, Him., to teach.

Mm Wu PlMMatly
aoTprlM.1
Mitt B. B. BtlL Wtoui, win.
ton I commtacod to take
I-1*1 ««« «•!» U my

Foley'.Yil}?1

2Af““J
‘^"&kVith

Mantel Young apent Sunday with hie
■"“p- ts? r"*"*!?*
parenta, Benjamin Young and wile.
•che. The fleet tew dotea ot Foi#*-.
FtUe geeeme rellefaead two
bottleJ
Ha-lan Harden and family, of Maaea- The
quick reeulU eurprteed me
chuaetta, have rented Capt.| laaiah Boer- boneetlj recommend them. O. A. and I cT'
Paec*.,

£»!“?■*

-—

SUituttiummU.

When You Feel Played Oat
There comes a time when
your grip on things weakens.
Your nerves are
unstrung, the vital forces low, the stomach
is weak and the blood impoverished. You feel old age
creeping over you. Be careful of yourself Take

BEECHAM’S PILLS

once; there is need to renew the life forces. Weak
nerves, wearied brains, sick stomach, feeble blood,
torpid
liver, sluggish bowels—-all feel the quickening effects of
Beecham’s Pills. Their use makes all the difference. The
tonic action of these pills upon the vital
organs is immediate, thorough and lasting. They are Nature sown
at

remedy

For Run-down Conditions
Sold Everywhere in Boxes, 10c. and 25c.

famed for 99 years. Quickly
relieves scalds, bums, sprains,
imflamm.ition. muscular rheumatism. cuts and like troubles.
Taken internally on sugar or in
sweetened water, Johnson's Anodyne
Liniment will check influenza and colds,
bronchitis and bowel disorders; it is most effective for croup
cholera morbus and many other aches and pains where instant
treatment Is necessary.

)

Vow hem afioatM ■aw fee wltfeoiit M.

JOHNSON'S

MUNIMENT

FAISONS' PILLS
Hr»cc up the li'
and make it do
it* proper work.

L S. JOHNSON 4 CO.
Boston, Mass.
“5

TEA

AND

COFFEE.
Are

the kind that make beverages

“LIKE MOTHER USED TO MAKE”
Indeed, they

arc

so

good,

when

rightly

Mrs.

Mamie Stinson and daughters
few days with her sister at Deer
Isle last week.
a

JHUASTON

dr KINGSBURY.

BANGOR. ME.

HOT AIR FURNACES
or PROVEN VALUE.
The MONITOR and HOT
BLAST for wood,the C L ARION for coal, the CLARION
OAK for both fuels.
The remarkable results
these furnaces give coroe
from great care in planning
and manufacture. Every detail is exact, every casting
strong, every joint tight.
For durability, heating
power and economy they
stand alone.
THE HOT BLAST.

Write tor circular*.

WOOD O BISHOP CO- Bangor. Me.
Sold by J. P. ELDRIDOE, Ellsworth.

KINEIO

“ta55T l

RANGES

School begins to-day in the new building, with Mias Monroe and Mias Inland
as teachers.

George Abbott and a friend from Boston are here gunning.
They are staying
at D. W. Flfleld's.
4.
Oct.
Mum.

Until further notice then will be a service in the church at S o’clock instead of
the regular morning and evening service.

BARTLETT’S ISLAND.
Elsie Robbins has gone to Somerville
to teach.

Mn. John Kilbride entertained about

W. H. Bartlett has returned home to
New York.

They are, in fact, the
most economical stove

Mrs. Mary Robbins and two daughters
have returned home from Camden.

on

M. C. Sweet’s for

a

are

C.

Sumner P. Mills, wife and two children
visiting Mrs. Mills’ parents at Farmington.

are

spent

visiting in twenty-five friends at her home last Saturday evening. The evening was spent
with cards. Delicious refreshments ware
Edgar Gordon has moved into the John served, after which several of the
«n n remedy that ean be relied upon.”
young
Dolliver house.
people sang songs which wen greatly
4tmi anle by all dealers. Price 80 cents.
enjoyed.
Mrs. Grace Rich, of Beech
is
visitHill,
mster-Rilbara Co., Buffalo, New York,
Oct. 4.
Anne.
ing her mother, Mrs. Alma Alley.
mat* agent* tar the United States.
Dorothy Grindle is home from Seal
Fall colds are quickly cured by Foley’s
IHsnumhertke name—Doan’s—and take
Honey and Tar, the great throat and lung
Harbor, where she has been visiting.
remedy. The genuine contains no harmful
srnr

Onmu* Am

—

—

Familiar Features Well Known

for additional

drugs.

G. A. PAScann.

Mina Robbins, who has employment
In Boston, has been visiting her parents.

Augustus P. Loring has closed his
cottage for the season and returned to
his home at Prides Crossing, Mass.
Oct. 4.

L.

will satisfy the most
critical.
They are
quick bakers and consume but little fuel.

the market.

F. B. AIKEN, Agt.,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

Noyes & Nutter Mfg. Co.,
Bangor,

Me.

rfiUtrmal

Ow*

•'» Vries

»ee

clfcw

t*-.pe«

bluehill.

J^9,

ol"e Baptiet

deyeBeech hill recently, and
O00*e visited
houses ol R. P. Stover
seen near the
„U

2nd

0. T. Hinckley.
ot hie eightieth birthday,
In celebration
wile took a ride to
p Stover and
and called on friends thee.

jj^uville

of the ladles’ ConThe Bnnual meeting
held In the ves—national circle will be
Thursday, Oct 14. A dime anpper will

Uj served.
be

Saunderson, of Sedgwick,
cached in the Congregational church
Lndav morning, Oct 10, in exchange
Bev.

Mr.

McBride.
eitb Kev W. H.
cards have been been received announcof yias Carrie B. Sargent
ing tbe marriage
B. Hopkins, of Eddington.
to Harry
extend beat wishea.
Her friends here
Miss Maude Merrick, of Waterville, aa
W. H. C.,
-nest of James A. Garfield,
with Miw E. A. Maspent Sunday
John Snow’s. Miw Merrick ia

comberat
State

Kev. C. JS. Davie left Honda; for his
home at North Bridgtom
N. J. Bowditch and wife, of Framings
bam, Mass., spent a few days last week at
their cottage.
Oct. 4.
8.
new

Hinckley left October 8, to
Miw Emma
Isle.
1(*d> in Presque
end her son, Louie
Ur, Thornes Tapper
Oct. 8.
left for New York
the pnlpit
v Ordway bee supplied
church the put two Sun-

_

spent the summer at Walter Hart lock’s,
have returned home.

department president.

[n the early morning of September 28,
wee looted,” end the
1909, "the silver cord
Merle F. Wood, e loved sisspirit of Miss
free from its
wee eet
ter and friend,
earthly bonds. For weeks her hold on
life had been so slight it would seem thst
only the tender ministrations of her sister
held her here.
Although she bed passed her fourscore
reart,rhe never seemed old. Her interest in
all, both old end young, her ready end
cultured mind which not only kept pace
with the changes end improvements of the
music end ert,
years but with literature,
her unselfishness and thoughtfulness for
others, her high ideals of life, her unfailing faith, her steadfast friendship—these
virtues and many othars that might be
enumerated are an index of her character.
Whatever of life's cares and sorrows bad
been her port ion, she found much to enjoy, and not the least were the beauties of
nature. She was passionately fond of
with
flowers, and her garden, tilled
blossoming plants,

was a

to her while in her

summer

constant

delight

home.

which

libraries

were

published

some

years ago.
She united

IM

other paget

see

relatives and friends in Lamoine.

Mrs. J. O. Whitcomb.

Arthur Sparling and wife, Mrs. Frank
E. Stanley and daughter, and O. R. Hadloek returned from Boston Saturday.

Mrs. Eliza Robinson has returned horns
after a pleasant visit of several weeks in
Franklin and Bangor.

A party of ten or more attended C. E.
local union meeting Saturday, at South-

a

west

Harbo-,

brought home

and

the

Christian Endeavor banner.

George H. Fernald came home Thursday
and left again Friday. Be is engaged in
lighthouse service, repairing the dwellinghouses occupied by keepers.
A. C. Fernald and wife, and Hra. Fred
Somes and Mrs. Lester Pray, of Someaville,
called on Loring A. Stanley and wife Sunday. Mrs. Stanley is in very poor health.
Dr. G. H. Tuttle and family left Sunday
for their New York horns. They went to
Mt. Desert Ferry in company with Rsv.
William Worcester’s family on the yacht
Iduna.
Oct 11.

S.

Spencer.
Mrs. Johnson Bridges, of South Penobscot, visited her daughter, Mrs. Cora
Dodge, last week.
Mrs. John Harriman, of Bar Harbor,
Mrs. Addie Clair and Charles Perkins, of
Santiago, were guests at W. P. Dodge’s
last Friday.
Oct. 4.
B.
_

Fred Wood, of Waverley, Mass., visited
friends here last week.
attack of
week, but is

an

Rotcoe

Davis finished
potatoes last week. He bad
yield, all dug by hand.

an

abundant

H.

W. White has started the potato
on his large piece of tubers, and
expects to bold the championship as
usual.
Mrs. Louise Newman, who has spent the
at her cottage in Kearsarge, N. H.,
visited her sister, Mrs. C. D. White, last
week, and will visit other relatives in
Orland before returning to her home in
Beverly, Mass.
Oct. 11.
B.

In items Sept. 29, the name of the
principal of the high school was given as
Clark, instead of Plant. Miss Beatrice
Carroll teaches the primary.
Delorln Atherton has been busy putting
the finishing work on the pretty cottage
owned by Rufus Trundy, which is now
ready for the reception of the bride, Miss

Tracy has gone away
kindergarten work.

to

take

BURRY.

A.

Varden Lord haa
Mass., where he haa

to Waltham,
job
painting.
Stturday Benjaman Murphy'*.
Mn. Francis Leverton, of Mt. Desert,
Friends of W. F. Stanley were shocked
haa been visiting her brother, W. R. Millito learn of his death. Mr.
Stanley was
the past week.
hsad-keeper of Duck island light from ken,
the time it was built, and waa transferred
Mrs. Clara Condon, who has been at H.
.to Cape Elizabeth Two-lights a short H. Phillips’ this summer, has returned to
time ago, going there to be near his son her home in Brooksville.
tad daughter In South
W. E. PhlUipa and wife have returned
Portland. He
*u genial and
pleasant, and a man from Northeast Harbor, when they have
whom everybody
liked. Besides his run a bakery during the summer.
wife, who was Mias Estelle Benson, of this
Horace Milliken, who went to California
I*1***, he leaves two sons—Byerlie and from hen thirty-five yean ago, was in
Derby Stanley, and one daughter—Mrs. town calling on relatives and friends last
Villa Pomfrey, of South Portland. He week.

native of Manset.

to

live when
very young. He was the last
•urvivor of a large
family of brothers and
■‘•tera. He leaves a
widow, two daughters
—Mra. Curtis Hodgkins, of Attleboro,
8 > »nd
Mr*. Frank Manchester, of this
»lso three sons—Will £., of Gott’s
r“nd> George and Robert, of Baas Harbor. Another
ton, Charles, died several
ago. Mr. Trask was a good nelgh*nd hlways
ready to do any one a
H® "** * nMm‘Mr of the Methodist

J“*°e;

Fj*ra

rhurch
^

gone

a

VERONA.
Clara A., widow of Charles Heath, died
Thursday forenoon, aged sizty-siz years.

The

ai"f»« ixrlaa auitr."

TELL FLOUR I*
made from the finest speciallyselected
Red WinterWheat. President John W. Burk
who personally inspects the wheat,
offered for this famous flour, has an
experience of 45 years at the business.
Every shipment of grain must com*
up to the long established William
Tell standard in every respect.

WILLIAMOHIO

She doesn’t
II

about

5

3

Cooking

The lobster smack

Capt. Closson, was
ing twenty cents.

Clara

here

A. Martin,
Wednesday, pay-

Mr. Burnham’s yacht Iduna was here
and the party closed the bungalow for the season.

Babbidge,

with her two children, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Bertha
Eddy, at Seal Harbor.
Mrs. Albert D. Moore, of Bernard, spent
a few days this week with Mr. Moore’s
mother, Mrs. Laura Moore.
Mrs. Delia Trask, and her little son
Leland,of Atlantic, are visiting her daughter, Mrs. Charles H. Harding.
Oct. 8.

Chips.

Ask any expert. He will tell yon that
tbe whitest—most delicious bread—th*
lightest biscuits, the kind that melt in
your mouth—are made from tbe flour of
this wheat. That's the only kind thm
goes into—

I

here three

weeks,

fiatlioaO* anO 2uamt>oai»

SUNSET.

Mother’s Oats Fireless Cooker can burn or boil
It cooks everything and several things at once.

over.

A

M !

io 40:
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3 45
9 15
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BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
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10*00

Portland.

1*21

A
8

6 00
6 07
16 29
16 36
6 44
18 58
7 06
7 18
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10 37
10 57
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11 18
11
11 40
11 47
11 57
12 06
17
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7 44 12 18
12 25
7
8 20
8 45
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BANGOR.
Brewer June.
Holden.
Phillips Lake....
Green Lake.
Nicolin.
Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH
Wash’gt’n Jane..
Franklin Road...
Hancock.
Waukeag, S Fy.
Mt Desert Ferry..
Sullivan.
Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR.

■

...

6

M

00

4 50

A9

00

11 10

12 40
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3 24
3 80

5 00
5 06

13 49 15 25
13 55 15 32
4 02 15 40
14 10 15 49
4
4 28
4 84

6 03
6 08
16 14
6 22
6 30
6 83
6 45

7 25

Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.18 a m and 4.28
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 a m, 10.52
p. m. connect with Washington Co By.
I Stops on signal to conductor.
g Stops only to leave passengers from points
east of Washington Junction.
a Stops to leave bnt not to take passengers.
These trains connectat Bangor with through
trains on Main Line, to ana from Portland,
Boston and St John.

MORRI8 M’DONALD,
Vice-Pres, and GenT Manager.
Portland, Me.

94.20

one

way and

98.00 round trip.
8turner J T Morse lam Bar Harbor 10.00
m. Mondays and Tbnradaya for Seal Harbor,
Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor. Brooklie, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentvllie, Dark
Harbor and Rockland, connecting with Meaner
for Boeton.
a

Steamer Boothbay laaree Bloehlll 11.00am,
Monday* and Tbnradaya for Sonth Bluehlll,
Stonlogton. North Haven and Rockland, connecting with eteamer tor Boeton.
RETURNING
New turbine steel steamers Belfaat and Camden leave Boeton itiprn, Mondays,Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Fridays for Rockland.
Leave Rockland at 5.19

a

m,

or on

arrival of

steamer from Boeton Wednesdays and Saturdays for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll, Sedgwick, and
Intermediate landing*.
E. L.

Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.

11

now

A NEW SERIES
Shares, 81 each; monthly
menu, 81 per share.

open.

WHY

PAY RENT

when you

can

borrow Jon

yoow

shares, give a first mortgage ancU
reduce it every month? Monthly
payments ana interest together

will amrunt to but little morethan you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten years you.
will

For

that ideal food—

to prepare

Is

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
particulars Inquire of
O. W. Taflky, Sec'y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.

W.‘Kino. President.

ILtflal Xoutra,
Bankrupt’s Petition for Discharge.
’’

rolled
(to make easy cooking) but are crushed (to make easy
digestion). Easy work for the cook and easy work for
the stomach.

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
BAR HARBOR.
Sorreuto
Sullivan..
Mt DesertFerry.
Waukt-a* 3 Fy.
Hancock
Franklin Road...
Wash V’t'n Junc..
ELLSWORTH
Ellsworth Falls..
Nicolin.
Green Lake.
Phillips Lake....
Holden.
Brewer June.
BANGOR

earn

EDnrartl Loan art BbMd£ Ass’e.

When her husband
comes home and wakens h?r^ all sjie will have to
do is to go to the Fireless Cooker and take out
the perfectly cooked and steaming hot dinner
that will be all ready.
Nothing that’s put in the

especially planned

Is what your money will
lurested In shares of the

much better than she

Suppose she falls asleep.

which

Commencing, Oct. 4, 1909.

Bummer

C.

work.
And
could do it.

her

doing

has

Mrs. Frank Swett, of Bayeide, and her
daughter, Mra. Lionel Stuart, of Bu Har- Fare Between Bar Harbor and
bor, with two children, were guests of
Boston
Ura. E. E. Swett lut week.

_

The Mother’s
Free Fireless Cooker is

Banking.

Mrs. Lucinda Harmon, who has been

EAST BURRY.

Sunday.

Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.
ELLSWORTH

John

Daniel Outer end wife, of Orland, end
Nathaniel Bowden, of BloehUl, were
guests at U. D. Chatto’i Friday.

Bar. A L. Hndaon end wife are at their
home for a ehort etay before entering upon their pariah dntiee again at
Newton, Maae. They hare recently returned from a trip to Europe, where Mra.
Hndaon apent a year. Ur. Hndaon went
to Newton Saturday to dll hie pulpit

William Tell

It’s

SOUND.

visiting friends

,

atranrth thaypossass.”
*. JAioaa AaourAmr,

fltobfttiatmtntt.

Worry

bread-making qualities of floor

duo eatf

totho kind of wheat.
Soaturagtvaaroly
towboat, and floor, all tha

a-

ville last Sunday to attend the funeral of
S. C. Orindle.

B.

Fred W. Bylveatar, who had been ill
since an operation which he underwent
Y. Z.
in a Portland boepital about a year ago,
18LE8FORD.
died Monday, Oct. 4, aged fifty-one yeara.
°*orge H. Sparling has finished his en- He waa highly respected in thia commu**&tMnt at Northeast Harbor.
nity, where he waa born, and where,
Herbert SpoflOrd’s house is being with the exception of a tew yeara In the
Pastured by Simeon M*«iii*ii.
West, he had apent all ilia life. He waa
Dr. c. L.
Scudder and family have re- twioe married, hia first wife being Uiaa
“rned to their Boston home.
Antlonette Sweetaer, by whom he bad one
child, a son, Uuy. He married second
“" Mhry
of
Willard,
Philadelphia, Pa., Ura. Eliza McVeigh, who eurvivea him.
o children
Mary and Edward, who have There are no children by the second union.

11-_X.

Indianapolis,

J-ALLS. ME.

Oapt. Edwin M. Joyce, of Atlantic, is
digging potatoes for Philip Moore.
Quite a number from here went to Sea-

chants.

Oct. U.

C. R. K1 tiger, the Jeweler, 1060 Virginia Ave.,
Iud., writes: ‘*1 was so weak
from kidney trouble that I could hardly walk
a hundred feet.
Four bottles of Foley's Kidney Remedy cleared my complexion, cured
my backache and the irregularities disappeared, and I can now attend to business
every day, and recommend Foley's Kidney
Remedy to all sufferers, as it cured me after
the doctors and other remedies had failed."
Q. A. PANOHna.

GOTT’S ISLAND.

Passengers are earnestly requestly to proGapt. Harry Wood, in the schooner cure tickets before
entering the trains, and
Lincoln, arrived from Rockland last Sat- especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to
Ellsworth.
local
merfor
the
with
fnight
urday
F. E. BOOTHBY, GenT Pass. Agent.
Oct. 11.

G.

_

a

in

cester, Mass.,

Oct. 4.

BROOKSVLLLE.
Mrs. L. M. Roberts is in Bargentville,
with her daughter, Mrs. F. W. Gray.
J. L. Saunders, Jr., is at home from North
Blnehlll, where he has spent some time
with bis parents, J. L. Saunders and wife.
Oct 4.
A.

Thomas Savage, who purchased the
Central house, has moved in.
Mrs. Ina
Higgibs, who has put up transient company here for a year, has moved back to
her fomer home at Center.
Oct. 4.
Sprat.

John Carter has
bought the
Richardson house and moved in.

SOUTHEAST HARBOR.
Laura

Miss Hattie Savage, who has been located through the summer at the Lawton
building, has moved into a room at the
Central house.

Mrs. Lura

digger

course

Howard Richardson, a graduate of M.
C. I ..at Pittsfield, has entered the U. of
M. for a course in civil englnereering.

digging bis Tuesday,

_

Lorenzo S. Trask, of Gott's Island, died
very suddenly at Benjamin Morphy’s Sundt? afternoon. He had not been feeling
well for several
days but waa better Saturday, and he and his wife came here Sunday
morning to spend the day with their ton.
Be was
feeling weak and tired and stopped
to rest on the
wharf, and then called at
Benjamin Murphy’s, where he was sitting
d a chair
talking and seeming aa well as
»*ual when his bead
dropped back against
Ms chair
and be died almoat instantly,
“r. Trask waa
born at Swan’s Islandabout
•“ty years ago, bat went to Gott’s Island

home for a short vaca-

Alice J. Dolliver.

Mias Winifred Gray has gone to Moosebead lake to visit her slater, Mrs. Wilmer

Albert Tarr suffered
chronic appendicitis last
better at this writing.

The Congregational sewing circle, after
vacation of a few weeks, will resume
meetings Wednesday, Oct. 13.

---

was a

a

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

Mrs. Betsey Young returned home this
Miss Cora Parker, of Somesville, is the
week, having spent several weeks with guest of Mrs. Hodgkins and her daughter,

with
the Congregational
Nellie Bartlett has returned home from
1851, and its interests were alBar Harbor hospital, much improved in
ways h> ra. Many will recall her helpful
health.
instruction as a
teacher in the Sunday
B.
[ Oct. 2.
s hool and also in the day school, as well
as her useful services on the school board.
Arthur Bain and family are making a
It "as through the personal efforts of week-end visit at West Tremont.
Mh-Wood that the work of improving
Lewis Manchester, of Boston, is visitthe old cemetery w as begun and carried
ing his father, Ansel Manchester.
to a successful issue a
few years ago.
Mrs. Louise Smallidge and Mrs. Mary
Identitb.d with the best interests of the
Smallidge spent the week-end at the old
town, all her life, it is fitting some tribute
Carroll homestead at Norwood’s Cove.
should I made to her memory.
Mrs. James Bain is expected home soon
For s sue years she and her sister, Miss
from Eddington, where she is visiting.
Abby K. Wood, have spent their w inters
in Dedham, Mass., with the youngest sis- Her sister, Hazel Reynolds, accompanied
her.
ter,Mrs. George A. Chute. One other sister
Mrs.
Lyman Harper, of Norwood’s
survives—Mrs. Sarah Peters, of Stockton,
Cal., and one brother— H. 11. Wood, ol Cove, spent one day last week with her
this place, all of whom, with the other Bisters, Mrs. D. J. Manchester and Mrs.
relatives, have the sympathy of a large Thomas Fennelly.
circle of friends.
Practically all the summer visitors are
Oct. 11.
M.
gone. Arnold Wood, from the Willard
Mr.
Parshall, from the
cottage, and
BASS HAKBOK.
“Beausite”, were the last to leave ManF. P. Pray and wife, of Bar Harbor, arc chester’s Point for their homes in New
here for a few days.
York.
B.
Oct. 10.
Guy Parker was in Boston and Glou-

at

PRETTY MARSH.
Curtis Young1 is
tion.

Rev. Mr. Robinson and family have returned from a vacation trip to Stonington
and Boston.

church in

on buisness last week.
J. Gott and wife and M. A. Gott and
*ife, of Bar Harbor, spent Friday and

returned to Atlantic City, N. J. Mrs.
Clara Murphy and daughter Artine accompanied Mrg. Harmon aa far aa Boston.

_

All were glad to
again Sunday.

summer

Another great pleasure which came to
her was her stay in Southern California
for several years, where abe painted to
her heart's content the beautiful flowers
that abound there, for she was an artist
possess'd of unusual talent. She also
school
wrote several books for Sunday

County

JtTwt.

School opened Sept. 27, MUs Emily
Allen Freeman, with son Allen, is at
Phillips, of Northeast Harbor, teacher.
West Tremont visiting her sister, Mrs.
Elmer Reed, of Hall Quarry, has rented Otis Walls.
Pembrook Higgins’ house and moved in.
Mrs. W. G. Kea*ing, who has been
Ura. Lura Daily, of Fort Morgan, Col., housekeeper at the Freeman house this
The Ralph brothers have recently bnllt
Pastor Bolles back a neat little shed on the public library for has returned home.
season, returned to her home at Eastport
Oct. 4.
H.
Saturday.
the storing' of wood.
%

NORTH ORLAND.
OB1TCABT.

COUNTY NEWS.
For Additional

are not

like “others’

oats.

They’re

not only

Mother’s Oats,
are a user of MOTHER’S CEREALS:
Mother’s Com Meal (white or yellow), Mother’s Wheat Hearts (the
cream of the wheat), Mother's Hominy Grits, Mother's Corn Flakes
(toasted), Mother’s Coarse Pearl Hominy, Mother’s Old Fashioned
Steel Cut Oatmeal, Mother’s Old Fashioned Graham Flour, you can
get a Mother’s Oats Fireless Cooker free with coupons. Ask your grocer.
If you

In the matter of
D. Farnsworth,

[

In Bankruptcy,
)
Bankrupt,
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Dis—
trict Court of the United States for the District of Maine.
d. Farnsworth, of e<*«. i».
the county of Hancock and State of
Maine, in said district, respectfully represents, that on the 30th day of September,,
last past, he was duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all his.
property and rights of property, and has fully
with all the requirements of said
| complied
acts and of the orders of court touchlug his.
Geobge

George

bankruptcy.

Wherefore he prays that he may be decreed by the court to have a full discharge
from a 1 debts provable against his estate
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 30th day of September, a. cl. 190ft.
Geobgk D. Farnsworth,

Bankrupt..

The great Western Cereal Company

Order or Notice Thereou.

District ok Mains ss.
On this 9th day of October, a. d. 1909, ou
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing ba
had upon the same on the 29th day of
a. d.
said
coart.
1909, before
October,
at tm
STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION
at
district,
Portland, in said
in
o’clock
the forenoon; and that noOP THB
tice thereof be published in the Ellsvrorthi
American, a newspaper printed in said district, and that all known creditors, and other
persons in interest, may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner shonlcl
As it existed on the 3d day of September, 1909.
not be granted.
And ft is further ordered by the conrt, that,
Perry W. Richardson, President.
H. P. Richardson, Treasurer.
the clerk shall send by mail to all know*
Trustees—Perry W. Richardson, Herbert P. Richardson, Eugene M. Stanley, Maurice R. creditors copies of said petition and thta orRich, Everett A. Stanley.
der, addressed to them at their places of realdence as stated.
Organized January 17, 1874.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Halo*
LIABILITIES.
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
Deposits.
$71,484 80 at Portland, in said district, on the 9th day off
Reserve fond.
3,896 46 October, a. d. 1909.
Undivided profits.
Jambs E. Hmr, Clerk.
[L. 8.]
1,430 29
▲ true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest.—Jambs E. Hbwey, Clerk.
$76,811 06
RESOURCES.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Estimated and Charged
XTTHEREA8 Jane Gray and Norman L.
Public Funds Owned.
Par Value. Market Value. on Books.
Total.
yfy Gray, both of Brookaville, county of'
$600
Hancock and State of Maine, by their aaort$606 00
City of Ellsworth, 4s, 1912, refunding,
$600 00
209
Town of Tremont, orders.
209 00
209 00
gage deed dated the twenty*fourth day off
September, a. d. 1908, and recorded in the
Hancock county registry of deeds, book 48i»
Total public funds of Maine,
$ 80900 page 5M, conveyed to me, the undersigned*
a certain lot of land lying in said BrookaRailroad Bonds Owned:
ville, and bounded as follows, to wit: Beginat the southeast corner of said lot by
Bangor A Aroostook, 6s, 1943,
1,000
1,120 00
1,000 00
ning
7.000
land owned by Oliver Gray; thence eeath—
4,300 00
Bangor A Aroostook. 4s, 1961,
6,760 00
2.000
2,080 00
Bangor Railway A Electric Co., 5s, 1985,
2,000 00
westerly by said Gray’s laud to land of WinBoston A Maine, 4s, 1996,
2,000
field Gray; thence northerly by said Guy’s
2,000 00
2,000 00
land to land of John P. Bateman; tkeies
Bridgton A Saco River, 4s, 1928,
1,000
1,000 00
1,000 00
Lime Rock, 4s, 1999,
1,000
1,000 00
1,000 00
easterly by said Bakeman’s land to land off
Mousem River. 6s, 1912,
600
500 00
600 00
John B. Gray; thence by said Gray’* ka<t
Penobscot Shore Line, 4s, 1920,
1,000
1,000 00
1,000 00
southerly to first-mentioned bound, conPortland A Rumford Falls, 4s, 1927,
1,000
1,000 00
taining sixty acres, more or less, together
1,000 00
with the buildings thereon; end whersaatho
2,000
2,000 00
Rockland, Thomaston A Camden, 4s, 1921,
2,000 00
3,000
condition of said mortgage has bee* broken,
Somerset, 4s, 1966,
2,940 00
2,910 00
now. therefore by reason of the breach* of the
Total railroad bonds of Maine,
21,500
21,170 00 condition thereof, I claim * foreclosure off
said mortgage.
Ashland Light, Power A St. Ry., Wig., 6s, 1989,
Dated September 37.1909.
8,000
3,900 00
3,000 00
3,000 00
Aba Cartik.
Corporations Bonds Owned:
By Lynwood P. Giles, his attorneys
Harbor
Electric
Bar
1,000
Light Co., 4*as, 1921,
1,000 00
1,000 00
subscribers, Charles B. Morey, of ArBerlin Mills Company, 6s. 1918,
2.000
2,000 00
2,000 00
Kennebec Light A Heat Co., Augusta, 6s, 1918,
500 90
lington, and Alonso P. Weeks* ef Win600 00
chester, both in the Commonwealth ef MassaLime
Rock
600
500
Rockland00
Co., 6s, 1920,
600 00
port
chusetts. hereby give notice that they hav*
Southwest Harbor Water Co., 4s, 1922,
1,500
1.600 00
1,500 00
been duly appointed cxeentors of the last will
1.000
Blandish Water A Construction Co., 4s, 1928,
1,086 00
1,000 00
and testament of
Total corporation bonds owned,
6,600
EDWIN MOREY, late of BOSTON.,
6,600 00
in the ooonty of Suffolk, Commonwealth off
National Bank Stock Owned:
Massachusetts, deceased, and given bonds aft
First National Bank, Bar Harbor,
40000
400 00 the law directs, and being residents without,
the 8tate of Maine, have appointed Forrenk
Other Bank Stock Owned:
B. Snow, of Blnehill, Hancock county, Mnlw*
Bar Harbor Banking A Trust Company,
500 00
600 00 their ^ent in said State of Maine. All per1,260 00
sons
having demands against the Mist*
of said deceased are desired to ptsssni
to Municipalities:
the same for settlement, and; all indebted
Town of Southwest Harbor,
740 00
740 00
thereto are requested to make payment imTremont,
3,400 00
8,400 00
Ohas. E. Meser.
mediately.
4,140 00
Alonso P. Warn.
Witness:
Loans on names.
78
8,576
8,578 78
V.
Banker.
Lyman
76 00
Loan on life insurance policy,
76 00
Sept.».1900.
Loans on mortgages of real estate,
81,702 14
81.702 14
86,868 87
subscriber hereby gives notion
Real estate foreclosure.
250 00
260 00
he has been duly appointed
Cash on deposit.
4,242 49
trator of the estate of
Cash on hand.
446 69
GEORGE E. STOVER, late of BlaehM,
4,688 18
in the oounty of Hancock, deceased, aafff
$76,811 06 given bonds as the law directs.
All per1.407 85
Unpaid accrued interest.
sons having
demands agaiaet the eat ala
of said deceased are desired te present
78.889 90
the tame for aetUemeat, aad all indebted
Due depositors, earned dividends and accrued
thereto are requested to make payment tarn
State tax,
72,184 28
mediately.
Fobbbst B. Show.
Bluehill. Sept. 28,1909.
Estimated market value of resources aboye
liability for deposits, earned dividend and
State tax.
6,725 62
Annual expenses, $300.
Wm. B. Skelton, Bank Commissioner.
Operatino
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NORTH PENOBSCOT.
Mrs. E. A. Carter bee been quite ill but
better.

is

Mrs. Abbie Hatch has recently purchased a young heme of Andrew Grindle,
of Bluehill.

Snowman, who for many years has
faithfully filled the office of treasurer.

Carrie
so

Rolf Hatch is at work for Mr. Shaw in
Prospect.
Mrs. A. M. McKasick has returned to
her home In Guilford.
J. H. Montgomery made a flying visit in
his auto to the old homestead last week.

It is

hoped by

cover

All are sorry to learn that Mr. Wright
and family are soon to leave the Montgomery farm they have so long occupied.
They have many friends here.
J. P. Haney and son, Dr. Oramel Haney,
of Booth bay Harbor, and daughter, Mrs.
Caddie Condon, of Boston, spent a day or
two with friends here last week. Dr.
Haney is to locate in Portland.
The potato harvest has commenced.
Some report from 200 to 380 bushels per
acre; others within the early frost belt
not half that amount. Quality of tubers
is excellent; no rot to speak of. Condone.
been
siderable ploughing has
George L Soper has three carpenters still
at work on his buildings and two workHe has between five and
men on ditches.
six acres of potatoes to dig. There has
been little movement in stock. Butchers
seem to want but little, and want that
little at a very low figure.
H.
Oct. 11.

from

all that she may soon reshe
the serious accident

sustained by being thrown from a carriage
Sept. 29. The members of James A.
Garfield corps and their husbands were
invited by Miss E. A. Maconsber to attend a reception at Mr. Snow’s to meet
Mias Merrick, and there was a pleasant

gathering.
Oct.

Gay land Grindle and Roland Grindle
have gone to Aroostook to work in the
potato fields.
Hattie BlaisdeU, who has been spending
a few daya with her mother, Mrs. Billings,
has returned to her home in East Orland.

was

11._**■
BROOKXJN.

Miss Grace Nutter

Stonington.
Mrs. Lydia

u

visiting trieods at

Roberta

is viaiUng her sis-

-hwv^

fin-

Leslie Mitchell has moved hie family
into the Elwell Freethey house.
J. J. Bridges baa had an extension built
on the western aide of hit atom.
Harvest Homs society will bold its annuel fair Wednesday evening, Oct. 29.
Frank Bowden and Will Cousins returned from Lawrence, Maas., Saturday.
Samuel Tainter is having a new house
built on the lot he purchased of Mrs.
Kdsa Snow.

Mrs. Jessie Grant and son, of Vinalbaven, were guests of Mrs. Gardner
Hinckley last week.
Parson, who has spent a few days
rehis mother at the cottage,
turned to Harvard college Thursday.
Eric

with

C. Stewart baa been to Ellsworth in the schooner Main* for a load of
sawdust. Wallace Kane went with him.
R.

Mrs. Virginia Wilson, of Washington,
D. C., and Miss Waterman, of Denver,
Col., have closed their cottage and reMcKinley.
turned home.
YarParker
has
to
Miss Sarah
gone
Miss Gertrude McFarland visited friends
mouth, to teach.
at Brooksviile last week. Mrs. Russell
P. E. Billings has been visiting his
Mograge supplied her place in E. H. Conbrother Samuel at East Bluehill.
don's store in her absence.
Mrs. Joanna Dority, of Winterport,
The woman's missionary circle met last
has been visiting her .sister, Mrs. Byron
Tuesday and elected the following offiStover.
Mrs.
M.-s. Laura
cers:
StAKUt-Vl

V LLLt.

Mrs. Maris Wood is visiting friends at

Miss Martha Currier pleasantly entertained a party of friends at a corn-roast

Saturday evening.
Mrs. Meal Dow, of Broooksviiie, is
spending a few days with her parents,
C. L. Babeon and wife.
Mrs. J. B. Davis and daughter Hester
closed their cottage last week, Mrs.
Davis returning to her home in Philadelphia and Miss Hester resuming her
studies at Wellesley.
Sim.
Oct. 4.
_

Herbert Grindell is preparing to build
house near his father’s.

a

Mrs. Martha E. Spooner spent part of
last week in Bangor.
Mrs. Azor C. Dodge is visiting her sister
in Watertown, Mass.
Albert Dority and wife, of Lynn, Mass.,
are guests of relatives here.

New.

M.

rdhrr pagn

_

Capt. C. H. Davit is at Ellsworth having
his steam yacht Cherokee hauled Up for
the winter.

Messrs. Farrow and Stevens loaded a
from their herring weir

Mrs. Jessie Small, who has been the
guest of Mrs. E. J. Robertson, of Bangor,
the past week, returned Friday.

home for

a

short vacation.

Schooner John B. Norris arrived Thurs-

day of last week with freight.
Mrs. lewis Somes, Mrs. Shepard Richardson and daughter Kathleen leave today for Boston.
William B. Ward, who is employed in
Frankfort, spent a few days last week
with his family.
A. O. Jacobson, superintendent of the
Neighborhood House, Northeast Harbor,
is home for

a

well’s.

An infant child of Woodbury M.
Gerrish and wife died Monday, after a
tew hours’ lilneaa of convulsions.

Proa

mobile.

Mrs. Mona Lawson and infant daughter,
with Mrs. Minta Blaisdell, of Bar Harbor,
spent a few days with Mrs. A. P. Havey
last week.

At the Latter Day Saints church Sunday
Elder MacGregor baptised eight persons.

Nihil.

Capt. Emery Joyce, of Swan’s Island,
was in town this week and purchased a
load of applea
Rev. H. W. Collins, of Machiaaport,
preached in the Congregational church
Sunday, as a candidate for the pastorate.
Rev. L. M. Boeworth, who has {Steadied

Mr*. Phebe Loring has returned from
Bar Harbor, where she baa been empSeyed.
Mr*. Ada Mkrtin be* returned frem a
visit to Portland, accompanied bj her
The grammar school opens to-day, daughter Eva.
,
The sadden death of Lorenzo 8. Trask,
taught by Miss Annie Bishop, of Fort
Fairfield. Miss Douise Cox, of Castine, of Qott’s Island, Sunday, at the home of
who waa engaged to teach, was unable to Benjamin Morphy was a shock to the
entire community.
on aecount of illness.
H. P. Richardson and family and Mrs.
Oct. 11.
Bed Wins.
P. W. Richardson took a ride to Bar Her,
bor
m.TTBHIT.T.
Sunday, returning through Eden and
visiting Mrs. Caroline Richards.
Oct. 11.
P. M.
Saturday, Oct. 9, the school of instruction was held at the rooms of Janies A.
HARBOR.
BAB
Garfield, W. B. C., which were prettily
decorated with flags and flowers. Five
Charles T. Howe, one of the pioneer summembers of the Ellsworth W. R. C. ac- mer residents of Bar Harbor, died last
weeknn Switzerland, of apoplexy, aged
Maude Merrick, of about
companied Miss
seventy-five years.
Waterville, department president, to
Mrs. Henrietta S. Southard died WednesBluehill. It waa a matter of regret that day afternoon, after a short illness. Mrs.
none of the
in the Southard was born at East Sullivan, but
other W. B. Ca.
had been a resident of Bar Harbor many
district were represented.
Dinner was
years. She was fifty-nine years of hge.
enjoyed at the noon hour, after which She is survived by three sons,—Frank,
Ernest and Herbert L. Graham, ail of Bar
Make a note now to get Ely's Cream Balm Harbor.
if yon are troubled with nasal catarrh, hay
HALL QUARRY.
fever or cold In the head. It ia purifying and
Schooner Charleston, of Belfast, loaded
J. W. Somes’ wharf last week with
lumber from the Mt. Desert Supply Co.
at

soothing to the sensitive membrane that lines
alr-paaeagee. it ia made to overcome the
disease, not to fool the patient by a abort, deceptive relief. There ia no cocaine or mercury ip it. Do not be talked Into taking a
substitute tor Ely’a Cream Balm. All druggists tell it. Price me. Mailed by Ely Bros.,
St Warren Street, New York.
the

A daughter was born to Abe Neptune
and wife Oct. 8.
Mias Minnie Sparling, of Islesford, is
the guest of Mrs. G. B. Grindle.
Mrs. Amanda Perkins has gone to Prosto visit her daughter, Mrs. George

gjct

Oct. 11,

Bkiax.

Mrs. EL J. Byard will go to Haverhill,
Maas., this week to make arrangements
for moving there for the winter.
Oct. U.
H.
NORTH SULLIVAN.

ng« buu
■cn soon

ii.
I

M’KINLEY.

vacation.

PERUNA CURED
IvIB.
|

Mis. Edna S. Loot baa returned to Portj
land.
Mrs. Sadie la count, who baa been at the
bouse this summer, is home.
;
Mn. Sadie Eye left for Boston last week.
All hope to bare them back another spring.

Stanley

Miss Hsian Murphy, who has been la
Rockland and Bangor studying the millinery business, is home.

Oct. 11.

Harbor

C. S. Colwell and mite are receiving congratulations on the birth of a son, born
Saturday.
L H. Coggins, of Malden, Mass., spent a
few days last week with his parents, W.T.
Coggins and wife.
Mrs. F. W. Watson, with bar grandson,
Watson MeRea, will leave for bar horns
at Brooklyn, N. Y., Tuesday evuningW.

WEST TREMONT.

"/

Suffered for

a

Long Time From
General

Severe Tains in My Sack and

Prostration. Pe-ru-na Cured Mr

I

--^

Harbor,

Oapt. A. A. Wentworth will leave for
Rockland soon to go scalloping. Howard
Pomroj will go with him.

Mrs. E. £. Crockett, who has been visiting her daughter, Mia. Gregory, In BookBey. A. Bishop, the new paster, was
la home.
quietly married at noon Wednesday, Sept.
Mrs. Henry Fraeier, who has been visit- land,
Mrs. George Manchester, of Northeast 29, at the home of Rev. O. O. Barnard, at
ing her parents, Chaney Sadler and wife,
Harbor, is the guest of her sister, Mrs. Southwest Harbor. They an keeping
at Ellsworth, returned Thursday.
Alvin Hamblsn.
bouse in Alfred Higgins’ house. AH wish
Rev. E. S. Drew and wife, Mrs. E. F
Oapt. Leslie Stinson, who has been in the young couple much happiness.
Stevens, Mrs. F. W. Gerrish and Mrs
Caroline Guptill attended the Baptist Dr. King’s hospital at Portland, is at home
Oapt. W. H. Lunt and wife, who have
much improved in health.
been working in Blue hi 11, came borne
State convention at Brewer last week.
Oapt. Alva Conary, who hsa been at Thursday. Oapt. Lunt bad a very narrow
Mrs. Sewell Myrick was taken to the
from typhoid fever, and is still
Eastern Maine general hospital at Bangor Bar Harbor this season, has put his yacht escape
nther weak. Hs will sail coon for Rocksuccessfully in winter quarters and is home.
Wednesday, where, she
land to go in the scallop business. L. F.
serious
a
underwent
Mrs. Annie Veaiie, of Bluehill, is visitoperation. Dr.
Rich will go with him.
Small accompanied her.
ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ashworth
Oct. 4.
Thelma.
A pretty wedding occurred at the resi- who will sail for Scotland Oct. 20.
in BosMrs.
Sadie
far
her
borne
left
dence of Dr. A. E. Small Saturday evenill
at
W.
L.
Greenlaw
is
Eye
seriously
Capt.
ing, when Elwood Sargent and Miss Knox hospital at Rockland, when he was ton Thursday.
Mattie Turner were unitdd in marriage, operated on Saturday for appendicitis.
Mr*. Bobie
Kamill returned from
in the presence of a tew friends. Both
There was no preaching in the Metho- Northeast Harbor Thursday.
are
the contracting parties
very popular dist church Sunday, Rev. Mr. Simonton
Mrs. Charles P. Lunt and Hrs. L M.
and highly respected, and have the best
having gone to Calais with Mrs. Simon- Lunt went to Bangor this weelt to consult
wishes of all in th% community. Mr. and
an oculist.
ton, where she will spend the winter.
Mrs. Sargent left Sunday far a visit
Invitations are out for the marriage Oct.
Misses Kutb Thurston and Reta Rumlll
with relatives at Milbridge.
20, of Mias Caro May Parker and Eugene spent the week-end at Southwest Harbor
E.
Oct. 11.
Hale Thurlow, and for the marriage on with relatives.
Oct. 28 of Mias Elizabeth Cold, of this
WEST SULLIVAN.
Mrs. Zulma S. Clark it visiting her
and W illiam Harding, of Prospect.
Mr*. H. H. Havey and aon retar Bad from place,
daughters, Mrs. L. A. Clark and Mrs.

Sbbmiannntta.

Oct. U.

oi»«v popes

Mrs. Frank Warren is in Cambridge,
Maas., for a couple of weeks.

on a

evening.
The remains of Mrs. Henrietta Southard,
Sidney Hawes, wife and daughter Shir- who died in Bar Harbor
Wednesday, were
hosse
arrived
after
several
ley
Saturday
brought to Sullivan for interment Friday.
Boy Grindle, who hss been on the weeks’ visit in Boston.
Mrs. Southard was tbe second daughter of here the last three years, will leave this
steamer Betty Alden, is home.
Mrs. George H. Tapley left for Haver- Joel and Sabrina Pettee Marlin, of East week with his family for his new pastorMiss Gladys Young, of North Sedgwick, hill,
Mass., her native city, last Wed- Sullivan, and had made her home in Bar ate in Milbridge.
Harbor about twenty years. She was of
is employed at J. N. Sargent's.
nesday, for a visit of a month.
Frank Greenlaw has advertised his
kind and unselfish disposition, and all who
Oct. U.
Tomson.
Kev. W. H. McBride, of Bluehill, spoke
knew her personally bare remembrances
livery stables at Deer Isle, Sunset and
of many kind acts and words. She leaves
at the chapel Sunday afternoon.
Stonlngton for sale, in order to take a
SEAL HARBOK.
one sister—Mrs. Medora Bunker, of this
Mrs. Frank Harding is spending a tew
and three sons—Ernest and Herbert position offered him in Rochester, S. Y.
place,
Robert Campbell is away on a hunting
Rex.
Oct. 11.
weeks with friends in Boston and vicinity.
Graham, of Bar Harbor, and Frank
trip.
Graham, of East Sullivan. Kev. Mr. Mo
Walter H. Sargent left Monday for BosSEDGWICK.
Miss Beth Macomber is attending school Koy officiated at the funeral. The floral
ton to enter the employ of D. At* ood Co.
tributes were many and beautiful.
in Waterville.
Sheldon Torrey, who has been yachting,
12.
Oct.
Vox
POPl'U.
Mrs. Ernest Grindle and
daughter
is at home.
Isaac Reyfnse has gone to Boston to
Stella are visiting relatives in Somerville,
visit his brother.
Mrs. L. J. Sylvester and daughter are in
NORTH
FRANKUN.
Mass.
Boston on business.
Charles Turnbull, Jr., has bis house
Addison G. Sargent, who spent the sumHeretey Murch is employed at Bar HarE. J. Eaton is clearing land preparatory
ready for ocaupency.
bor.
mer at Ashlawn, has returned to Newton,
to erecting a bouse.
Mass.
Ralph Billings and Miss Berbers Stinson
W. F.Cousins and wife are visiting in
are attending school at Kent’s Hill.
J. A. Closson is having a barn bcilt by
Arthur H. Sargent and wife are .taking
Bangor.
W. Mason, of Blnehill.
Irving Hodgkins, of Bar Harbor, Visited
a
Mrs. Jennie Merchant and son, of Kaatcarriage drive through Pencbscot
his sister, Mrs. drag Eddy, over Sunday.
Louie Grindie is at his old home here
county.
brook, were week-end gueata of Mrs.
for a stay of two weeka
Emerson Ladd and wide were here over Bertha Lawrie.
Mrs. Frank Billings aad William Blake
R. E. Dority and G. E. Ober have rehave returned from a abort visit to rela- Sunday with Mrs. Ladd's mother, Mrs.
Charles Williams, who is employed on
David Marshall.
tives in Surry.
the Maine Central railroad, and Mrs. turned from the corn factory.
Oct. 11.
Mel visa.
Oct. U.
thK.
Minta Blaisdell, of Bar Harbor, were
Mrs. G. 8. Bridgea has gone to Eden,
called hereJast week by the death of their where Mr. Bridgea ia employed.
MT. DESERT.
SOUTH HANCOCK.
brother, Geoege C. Williams.
E. C. Greene and family have dosed
John W. Boases in building a coni whnrf.
E. W. Wooster attended the HndeanGeorge Chaster Williams died Friday, their cottage and returned to Revere.
Charles Defend, who has been ill at his Fulton celebration at New York.
Oct. 8, after a.painful illness. The funeral
Rev. E. Sanderson exchanged pulpits on
Miss Patten, of Belli van, and Mrs. Net- was held Sunday, at his home. Rev. P. A.
home, is convaleneent.
Sunday with Rev. Mr. McBride, of Bluetie
are
Alvah Ward, after a year la Portland, ia
Higgins
employed at C. B. CothilL
last

««*

vacation

Mrs. Fred A. Torrey is

trip to Bangor.

Friday.
pact
York, president;
Hr*. F. E. Pettingill apent Uat week
DEER ISLE.
Bridges, vice-president; Mrs.
Pbebe Bray, secretary; Miae Martha Stan- with friends in Eddington.
Paul Scott had a load of coal landed
W. B. Tbotnaa, jr., baa gone to Boaton this week.
ley, treasurer; Mm. Rachel Herrick, Mm.
and
Lizzie
Mm.
Edna
McFarland
where be baa a position (or the winter.
Miaa Marion Traak, ol Atlantic, ia visitFreethey, work committee.
Clarence Holmes has returned borne ing irienda here.
USE Femme.
Oct. U.
utter spending tbe summer in Town Hill.
Ernest Pickering, mate ot yacht Akela,
He la much improved in health.
wear bbookbville.
came home Sunday.
Dr. S. £. Pbelpa is in Philadelphia on
Domingo Smith leaves this morning tor
The third degree will be worked on a
business. Dr. Henry Hawkins is attendBoston on business.
candidate in Marine lodge Tuesday evenMiss Rath rspley bos gone to Blaebili ing to Dr. Pbelpa' prmctioe in bis absence. ing.
to work at the Pendleton house.
Joseph Sawyer and wife, of Mil bridge,
OapL W. S. Greene, ot steam yacht
Mrs. Harry Tspley snd son Emery called on friends in town one afternoon Akela, arrived home Saturday for a short
autothe
in
their
recently, making
trip
arrived home from Bangor Friday.
vacation.

700 bushel boat

County .%>«■»,

Mn. Charles P. Lunt la home from Bar
where she has spent the summer
at Hotel Belmont.

STONINGTON.

Frances

Mrs. George M. Farnham observed her
sixty-ninth birthday Saturday, Oct. 9.

COUNTY NEWS.
r- additional

Alton E. Lopaus baa bought a fish boat,
and will continue his fresh fish peddling.
always
Fred Bridges has moved bis family home
urday.
pertained to the uplifting or advancement
from Tinker’s island, so his children can
Lester Merchant and Arthur Band shot of the people, and was always ready to
school.
lend ■ hand to the sick or needy. The attend
a fine deer Saturday, the drat of the seaCharles
Reed has closed his basinets at
circle
a
of
son.
has
the
large
family
sympathy
Bernard and is now with bis sister, Mn.
Mrs. Mertie GuptUl is spending a few of friends in this and adjoining towns.
Ennioe Lopaus.
T.
Oct. 12.
weeks with relatives and friends at Monticello.

ter, Mrs. J. B. Batson.
K. A. Flye and T. C. Stanley
ished painting the church.

Capt.

A. Killam, of Ellsworth, officiating. The
large number present and the profusion of
CldHtUy
flowers testified to the esteem in which
the deceased was held. He leares three
WINTER HARBOR.
sons and three daughters, one brother—
E. C. Hammond was in Ellsworth Tues- Charles Williams, of this town, and one
sister—Mrs. Mints Blaisdell, of Bar Harday.
bor.
Quite a number of Masons were
Mrs. George McKay is visiting relatives
present at the funeral, deceased being a
in Brewer.
member of that order. He will be greatly
Harold Davis has moved his family into
missed, not only in the home, where he
the Irvin Sumner house.
has taken the place of both father and
Miss Julia Grover, who has been visit- mother, but also in the community, where
ing relatives in Waterville, returned Sat- he was
interested in anything that

COUNTY NEWS.

tar additional

cuccrziu-

disappear

*wiien the kidneys arc
at of order or di»-

Kidney trouble haa
•name to prevalent
that it is not uncommon for a child to be
nfflicted with

Child urinates too often. if the urine scalds
<be fleah, or if, when the child reaches an
a^e when it should be able to control the
passage, it is yet afflicted with bed-wetting, depend upon it, the cense of thedifficulty is kidney trouble, and the first
step should be towards the treatment of
these important organs. This unpleasant
trouble is due to a diseased condition of
the kidneys and bladder and not to a

habit as most people suppose.
Women as well as men are made miserable with kidney and bladder trouble,
and both need the same great remedy.
The mild and the immediate effect of
Swamp-Root is soon realized. It is sold
by druggists, in fiftycent and one-dollar
size bottles. You may
have a sample bottle
by mail free, also a
pamphlet telling all
about Swamp-Root,
including many of the thousands of testimonial letters received from sufferers
who found
Swamp-Root to be just the
remedy needed. In writing Dr. Kilmer
& Co., Binghamton, N. Y., be sure and
mention this paper.
Don’t make any
mistake, but remember the name, Dr.
Kilmer’s Swamp-Root, and the address,
-—

Binghamton, N, Y„

on

Cray bottle.

Charles Butler is making ertanaive repain on hia house.
Miaa Genevieve Butier left Saturday for
Align eta for the winter.
Miaa Ethel Crowley, of Gouldahoro,
gneat of Mm. Hattie-Webb gaaday.
Miaa Jeasie Macomber of Franklin, waa
the week-end gueat of Will K. liavey and
wife.
waa a

Mra. Zemro Hall, of Harrington, waa in
town laat week visiting her aan, Zeaaro
Hall, 2nd.
Mn. Ruby Boyle haa returned from
Maaaachuaetta, where a he haa been emr

ployed

some

time.

Mn. Nellie Robertson went to Blaehill

Saturday, called there by the illneaa of
Mrs. Elizabeth Robertson.
Oct. 11.

M.

_

EGYPT.

Percy Clark ;haa returned to the U. of
M. law school.
John F. Clark haa gone to Birch Harbor to visit friends.
O. W. Bngdon and wife have reopened
their home here after being away for the
summer.

Mn. Melinda Winterbotham

grandson, William^F. Jordan,

are

and

her

visiting

relatives and friends in lamoine.
Mias Elfle Clarklleft Monday for Exeter,
N. H., where ahe haa employment for the
winter. She waa accompanied to Bangor
by her sister, Miaa Vevie, who will be
employed there.
Oct. 11.
G.

Tiu^
Mrs. Aon* Under, R. F. D. B, DumL
Meeker Co., Minn., writes:
“I cannot ezprea* my thanks
enough
yon for *U the good your medicine
haa done for me *nd my family.

to

“Thl* spring I took cold and it nettled
In my kidney*. At flrat I thought it
are* kidney tronble.
1 took l’eruna u
directed on the bottle, and in a lew dart
I w** *11 right, *o I owe my health I*
Dr. Hartman and hi* remedv."

Internal Catarrh.
Mia* Rather Lee, 80S Madtaon St., To.
peka, Raa., writea:
“Fourteen month* ago I began to b*
troubled with catarrh of the internal
organa, which left me pale, weak and
nerrooa.

“Peruna waa recommended lo me. I
decided to giro It a trial. To my great
relief I found that my general health
improved. I kept growing stronger,
and within three months I was in my
usual normal condition.
“I cannot recommend Peruna too
highly to suffering women.'’
Mrs. Otto Nehring, R. F. D. 1, Rleael,
J>xa»: “I had catarrh of the kidneys
and bladder, and Peruna made me well.
I can sleep better, and hare a good ap.
petite. Parana la the beat medicine I
hare taken.”

Nettie C. Tinker, at Manset.
Mts. Sadie La chant leaves for Bangor
before going to
soon to visit friends
Massachusetts for the winter.
Mrs. George W. Lunt, daughter Theresa
and niece, Leola Humill, spent Saturday
and Sunday at Manset with her sistcre.
Donald Robbins, who has been employed in Rockland, it spending his vacation with hit mother, Mrs. Wilder B.
Robbins.
Oct. 11.
Thelma.
GOILD8BORO.
Bertha and Walter Beers, of Vs nee boro,
have been spending a week with their
sister, Mrs. Mabel Campbell.

Man-a-lln
]>

will lean at
resume

an

onca

command

Ideal Laxative.

for the Pacific coast to
of hie steamer. Mrs.

j

Nicholaa will return to Bucluport and
remain several weeks with her mother
! before returning to her home in t'alfornia
Oct. 6.
J.

|

__

MANBET.
Orrin Fernald has moved his family into
the Bartlett house.

Irving McDonald and Leroy Arnold have
N. 8., for a twogone to Anticonish,
weeks’ visit with Mr. McDonald's relatives.

in*?

H. S. Uovey and wife, of Evanston, 111.,
been living in their old home
here since May, have returned to Evan-

Mrs. Lester King and daughter Maxine
returned from Liucolnville, where
they have spent several weeks.

Fred Bennett, of Massachusetts, is visit*
hut sister, Mrs. Chaney Kendall.

who have

have

ston.

The storm caused many back washouts
on the roads, the worst being at Chicken
Mill bridge, which was badly undermined
and nearly carried away.
Oct 4.
JrX.

Mrs. W. S. Stanley, of Monhegan, who
few weeks here, has returned
Elmer
was accompanied by
Conary, wife and childreu, who will spend
the winter at Monhegan.
has spent a
home. She

|

Ordination services were'held at the
Manset Baptist church Monday, .Sept. 27,
Mrs. Ida Fernald it visiting friends at when E. A Trites, pastor of the church,
was ordained.
Dr. Spaulding, of Boston,
Prospect Harnor.
Dr. Mower, of Waterville, Rev. P. A. A.
Charles Harrington, of Winter Harbor,
of
Ellsworth, aud Rev. Charles
Killam,
is visiting relatives here.
j Hargrove, of Northeast Harbor, *ere
Mrs. Georgia Fernald, who has spent a among the out*of*town ministers present,
Mad.
1 Oct .4,
week with her
Mrs. Millie

sister,

Uuptill,

—

has returned to Bangor.
Many friends here attended the local
Mrs. Alida Baby, of Steuben, with her i union at Souther eat Harbor.
two children. Hazel and Eugene, has been
W. F. Stanley, of Cape Elizabeth liffht
spending a week with her sister, Mrs. station, died Thursday, after an illness of
a few days.
Alvah Dyer.
Hr,Stanley was a native of
this place. Much sympathy is felt for the
The annual fair of Cushman grange was bereaved
family.
well attended and very successful. ProMad.
Oct. U.
An
entertainment was given
ceeds, |B2.
BLUEHILL PALLs.
in the evening. There was a dance at Bay
Vie* ball after the entertainment. 8ix
A. B. Co nary la ill.
o'clock and 12 o’clock suppers were served
at the grange hall.
Susie Wood is in Bangor for two weeks,

u-__

Jes.

BUCK8PORT.
Everett Holmes has gone to Baltimore
to enter the University of
Maryland for a
medical course.
Mrs. Ida Jose Woodbury, of Portland,
occupied the pulpit of the Elm street
Congregational church Oct. 3. Mrs.
Woodbury speaks under the auspices of
the American missionary aasocation, and
is a very interesting and
entertaning
speaker. 8he was the guest while here of
Miss Julia Barnard.

Mrs. Bray la at work for Harvey Stover
at Bluehlll.
Mildred Pierce left
Goose Cove Thursday.

lor

her home in.
I

Miss Mattie Dow la at Mrs. A. K. Conary’s helping care for A. B. Conary.

Airly Beacon is dosed for
Mrs.

the season,

Nevin returned to New York Fri*

day.
Pierce Candage arrived home Saturday
from Massachusetts, where be has had.
employment all summer.

Mr. Colson and wife left to-day fora
Chpt. Joseph F. Nichols and wife, who vacation.
Mrs. Colson’s cousin, Lester
have spent a few weeks with Mrs. Martha
Conary, accompanied them.
Nichols, left last week. Chpt. Nichols
Oct. 11.
Crumbs.

Stibcctiarnunti.

Tickling

in

the

Throat

“Just a little tickling in the throat!” Is that what troubles
you? But it hangs on! Can’t get rid of it! Home remedies don’t take hold. You need something stronger—a
regular medicine, a doctor’s medicine. Ayer's Cherry
Pectoral contains healing, quieting, and soothing properties of the highest order. Ask your doctor about this.
No alcohol in this cough medicine. / C. Ayer Co., Lowtll, M™.
Constipation positively prevents good

health. Then why allow it to continue ? An active
liver isa great preventive of disease. Ayer's Pills are liver
pills. What does your doctor say?

It’s Time to Take i

■rs

A blood

purifier *nd

tonic.

House-clean your system with the
Young and old can always depend
remedy
immediately relieve constipation and
sickness of all kinds.
are
the family
and great
They
household remedy in thousands of homes. physician
Try them tonight.
You will feel better tomorrow.
35 cts. a bottle at your dealers.

^*wo°d,> Bitters.
tniCutms ?*'
fine old
to
on

Cape Porpoise, Me.
r>od BUT bottle, of *L t: AIwmJ'i Kuan
OUT
sunuchj
and
hu aavcd ua many
7_™Y_riT ;lr *5^*• refute.
“I

-OB. f. S.AV.T,

